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Rocklander Survives South Warren Crash

‘0

Photo by McKeon
Completely demolished with the roof caved in after traveling 6C0 feet out of control Is the ear shown
above. The operator, Donald Johnson of Roekland, suffered head injuries. The ear crashed over the hill
ili the background from Route 1 and slid 186 feet on its roof.

A sedan driven by a 24 year old
Rockland man went out of control
on Route 1 in South Warren Thurs
day, skidded around a curve 138
feet, returned to the highway for
another 178 feet, left the road and
crashed 50 feet into a field, flew
over a 50 foot guliey, turned over
and slid 186 feet on its roof.
The driver, Donald Johnson, 24.
of 118 Broadway, is being treated
at Knox Hospital. He suffered only
slight head injuries and his con
dition is reported as "good.”
Trooper Lawrence Chapman said
the 1953 DeSoto sedan, owned by
Richard F. Knowlton of 118 Broad
way, was completely demolished.
Johnson, discharged a few’ days

ago from the service, was found
unconscious with his head held be
tween the two front seats. First
arrivals on the scene, off-duty
Rockland patrolman Herman Shan
non and an unidentified truck
driver, jacked the front of the car
up to relieve any weight on the
crash victim and used a crowbar
to open one of the doors.
Shannon sent a passerby’ to the
Thomaston State Police barracks,
about a mile cast up the road, to
summon aid. The front of the car
rested less than 10 feet from the
ice covered St. Georges River near
the steel bridge on Route 1. Its
roof was completely caved in from
the slide.

MUSKIE PICKS RONALD GREEN OF

ROCKLAND FOR COMMISSIONER OF
SEA AND SHORE FISHERIES DEPT.
has existed the past several weeks,
and especially last weekend, over
a successor to Tupper. Approval
of Green's selection is apparently
unanimous.
Officers of the Maine Lobstermen’s Association and the Coastal
Seiners and Weirmen’s Associa
tion last week loudly protested the
consideration of a Bucknell Uni
versity sociology professor for the
post.

il

Called to the scene was Dr. Hugo
Hochsehild of Thomaston who di
rected the removal of the accident
victim from the car. He was
rushed to the hospital by the
Davis ambulance from Thomaston.
Johnson was driving east on
Route 1 traveling toward Rock
land at the time of the accident
which occurred at 1.45 p. m. He
failed to negotiate the long curve
that turns left down Route 1 just
south of the steel bridge.
Chapman said his investigation
is being continued. He was aided
in traffic control and removal of
the wreckage by State Police Ser
geant James Brown and Trooper
Cary Thyng.
Green had been a leading con
tender from the time Hupper an
nounced his intention to quit the
position he had occupied nearly
four years. His mention of Green
in a news release, in which he
highly praised the Rocklander’s
work as deputy commissioner,
clearly indicated his preference as
to his successor.
The commissioner-to-be has not
advanced his candidacy actively,
although he made known his de
sires as Tupper's resignation was
made public.
Since becoming chief warden,
and later deputy commissioner,
(Continued on Page Three)

CAPT. WADE CHARGES GOVERNMENT

LEGISLATING PASSENGER BOAT
i OPERATORS OUT OF BUSINESS
Ronald W. Green

Ronald W. Green, 40, of 65 North
Main street, Rockland, was nom
inated Thursday by Governor Ed
mund Muskie to succeed Stanley
G. Tupper of Boothbay Harbor as
commissioner of Sea and Shore
Fisheries.
Green, a native of Lubec, has
been chief warden of^the depart
ment since 1951 and deputy com
missioner since 1953. He has served
the department lor 11 years, join
ing the warden force shortly after
World War 2 as a coastal warden
and master of the department’s
patrol boat.
The nomination Thursday quiet
ed immediately the furore which

BEANS FOR POUO SUPPER
Tuesday, Feb. 12 — 6 p. m.
G. A. R. HALL
Price 50c
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The president of the Maine As
sociation of Passenger Boat Own
ers charges that the Federal
Communications Commission and
the Coast Guard are in the process
of legislating operators of small
passenger boats out of business.
In a letter this week to Associa
tion members and passenger boat
owners generally. Charles H.
Wade of Boothbay Harbor points
out his reasons for the charges.
He states that Coast Guard and
FCC regulations which go into
effect March 1 of this year will
require ship to shore radio equip
ment of 23 watt output on all
passenger boats under 65 feet ir
length. Also, a licensed operator
will bc required aboard; the set
in operation at all times, and a
radio log kept.
He contends that most boat
radios now in use have an imput
of from 18 to 25 watts. To attain
an output of 25 watts, he writes,
units must have about 50 watts
input.
His contention is that the re-
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quired higher output would make
illegal most small boat radios in
use today. Cost of installing the
required units would run from
$5C0 to $760, he notes.
A member of the Association,
familiar with ship to shore radio
transmission said this week that
the two federal groups could re
quire radios with sufficient power
to reach the Coast Guard facility
nearest their base and area of
operations with clarity, and have
the support of boat owners.
He contended that radios of the
power now being used can easily
bc picked up by the Coast Guard's
emergency listening station at
Marsblield. Mass. Hr also noted
that several Coast Guard stations
along the Maine coast maintain
around-the-clock emergency radio
watches as well. Included would
be Portland. Rockland and South
west Harbor.
Capt. Wade has called an emer
gency meeting of the Association
at The Ledges in Wiscasset Mon
day at 6 p. m. Passenger boat
operators from all sections of the
coast arc urged to attend.
He observes that the Associa
tion, coupled with others on all
coasts of the United States, suc
cessfully fought, and delayed, ac
tion by the Coast Guard in im
posing what they termed exces
sive changes in boats to meet new
safety measures.
The Coast
Guard and the Merchant Marine
Council arc now revising the regu
lations with a report on revisions
to be submitted by January 1,
1958.
His letter noted that a charge
to reasonable radio requirements
could be demanded with all boat
owners co-operating

17.50 per year
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Port District Trustees Alter Pier And
Terminal Building Plans To Save Money

CITY PLANNERS RECOMMEND STUDY

For Extension Of Dock Into The Harbor

The Roekland Planning Com-1 No official action has been
mission, meeting Wednesday eve-’ taken by the telephone company
ning at*the City Building, voted as yet although building permit
to recommend that the city engi applications were requested from
neer begin a study toward widen- | the city building inspector last
ing the eastern side of Union week from the company’s real
Street from Limerock Street north estate representative in South
in preparation for any possible Portland.
Petitions seeking ap
exchange of property ownership proval of construction in the area
in that area.
by present neighbors have been
The study would include the i circulated, according to reporia.
possibility of widening the street I The atea presently is located in
from five to 10 feet to line up with a residential zone and such con
the street width on the south side struction would require a zone
of Limerock Street.
change to commercial.
Wendell Hacllock. chairman of
The policy of the planning
the commission, said such a study board and the city is to widen
at this time fits in with the long Union Street whenever purchase
range plan of the city to event by the city of land bordering the
ually broaden the whole length of street is passible through removal
Union Street north of Limerock of present structures situated
to fit the growth of future traffic along the thoroughfare.
along the roadway, a part of the
Should the company purchase
Rockland rotary taffic sytem and the land with intentions to build,
a southerly Route 1 passageway the city may acquire the land
The lot on the northeastern necessary to broaden Union Street
corner of the junction is the site to the north for 200 feet.
currently being considered for the
Hadlock also reported that a
New England Telephone and Tele section of the southwest cornc’
graph Company’s new Rockland bordering the lawn area before
central office and dial exchange. the Knox County Court House will
The lot and apartment house on also be studied by the city engi
the land is owned by Russell Bart neer for possible removal. This
lett of Old County Road, Fred would make the turn from Lime
Bartlett and Mrs. Lilian Capping rock onto Union less difficult.
who occupies one of the apart
Trafton’s report will be submit
ments.
ted to the City Council for their
The property extends from 37 to information. The report will in
41 Limerock Street for a distance clude a possible new curb line,
of 163 feet and 190 feet north on new street width and other neccsUnion Street.
1 sary details.
,

Dredging of Rockland harbor by
the Bay State Dredging Company,
the firm awarded the $660,000 con
tract by the Army Engineers, will
start about April 1. it was report
ed at a meeting of the Rockland
Port District trustees held at the
city building Wednesday evening.
John D. M. Luttman-Johnson,
project engineer representing the
Fay. Spofford and Thorndike
architectural firm doing the
$200,000 Rockland Ferry Terminal
building and wharf, said he had
received notice from officials of
the dredging company that work
would commence at that time.
At the same time, the project
engineer told the trustees that he
had also received word from the
Army Engineers that bids for the
ledge removal job from the harbor
bottom in the area of channel lead
ing to Lermond's Cove will be ad
vertised for bid in a week or two.
The Port District trustees are
still engaged in revisions to the
$200,000 terminal building and
wharf. This project is planned for
the Schofield-White Park area
which location, itself, has been the
subject of a title search by City

Attorney Jerome C. Burrows and Approximate dimensions of the
ownership controversy for the past structure are now set at 80 by 44
few months.
feet. The cost-saving 16 foot cut
At Wednesday night's meeting, will be on the water side of the
the trustees, after lengthy discus terminal so as to lessen the weight
sion, agreed on the latest set of on the area immediately landside
revisions that called for the exten of the retaining wall.
sion of the face of the wharf seven
Luttman-Johnson reported that
feet further into Lermond Cove. the wall, constructed in the early
Costs of this extension would be 1930 s as a PWA project, had an
offset by leaving two 60 by 20 foot approved safety factor according
pockets in the wharf area, itself. to test borings made, but extra
That is, instead of a solid rectan precautions would not hurt.
gular pier as previously planned,
The project engineer said he
the wharf will be constructed would enter the revisions into the
around these pockets to save that final plans and specifications for
much material and labor costs. the building and pier which will
This pocket area would have been have two slipways to load and un
seldom used dock space anyway, load cargo at any tide.
trustees explained.
City Manager Lloyd K. Allen,
Purpose of extending the wharf sitting in on the meeting, said that
into the cove is to further guar he planned to travel to Eoston
antee the stability of the existing early next week to confer with offi
granite retaining wall that the cials at the Boston Safe Deposit
pier will rest against. Fear that and Trust Company as to the
excavating mud too close to the method of financing half the cost
wall during dredging would weak- ’ of the $200,000 which the city must
en its base brought about this do. The state appropriates 50 per
change.
cent of the costs while the city,
Another'revision was to shorten through the Port District, pays the
■the width of the terminal building I other $100,000.
from its former 60 feet to 44 feet. I
(Continued on Page Two)

Thomaston And Rockland School Boards
Studying Possibilities Of Area High School

To Serve Both Communities
School and municipal officials of I
Rockland and Thomaston met in
joint session Thursday night at
the office of Rockland Superin
tendent of Schools Bruce Kinney
for a preliminary discussion on
the individual school housing
problems of both communities and
possible solution through an area
high school.
Following the one and one-half
hour meeting, a study committee
of eight was appointed to return
to the entire group in two months
a report on the details of such a
school: The report will include
both the advantages and disad
vantages.
Speaking for the Thomaston
school system was Superintendent
Orville J. Guptill. Jr., who said
that the Thomaston town and
school officials were at a stand
still in plans for relieving their
serious pupil housing problem.
Guptill stated that the officials
held a “where do we go from
here” meeting after the last area
school plan, which included Thom

aston, Cushing and Warren was
voted down at a Thomaston town
meeting.
It was then they de
cided to search out Rockland’s
feelings on the subject.
Guptill said the possibility of
an area school Is still in the pic
ture to provide a better second
ary school program.
Appointed to the study commit
tee were: Superintendents Gup
till and Kinney, Rockland City
Manager Lloyd Allen and Thom
aston Manager Leon Fitts, Thom
aston Board of Selectmen Chair
man Harold Richardson and
Rockland City Council Chairman
Henry Marsh, and the t\Mo chair
men of the school boards. Charles
McIntosh of Rockland and Beniah
Harding of Thomaston.
j
The committee agreed to meet
next Thursday night in Rockland
and each Thursday night follow
ing to prepare their work. They
will report on or before April 15.
The study, according to instruc
tions voted by the meeting
Thursday night, included cstima

ON WIDENING OF UNION STREET

NORTH OF LIMEROCK JUNCTION

ted costs of the structure, main
tenance costs, pupil transporta
tion costs, distribution of costs be
tween the two schools, ratio of
costs of construction, mainten
ance and transportation, present
and future state aid programs,
advantages to the student in a
combined program and other
necessary details covering their
study.
Those attending the meeting ex
pressed the desire to leave the
door open to any other interested
towns, but for the present to con
duct their study on the Thomas
ton-Rockland basis.
Guptill told the group that
Thomaston will nerd 17 classrooms
for elementary school pupils by
I960. It new has a limited second
ary school program. He said it
would be necessary to use a
stage, the only available space
now. for foreign language classes
in Thomaston High next fall. Also,
space must be rented in Thomas
ton to house elementary school
(Continued on Page Two)

THREE COUNTY OFFICIALS FILE BILLS
IN LEGISLATURE FOR PAY INCREASES
Private legislative bills were
filed in the House of Representa
tives Thursday by Representative
Call Stilphen of Rockland on be
half of three county department
heads.
The bills ask increases in sala
ries for the positions of sheriff,
register of deeds and clerk of
courts. One would increase the
annual pay of the register of
deeds, Mrs. Helena Coltart, from
the present $2,460 to $2,820.
Another would increase the sal
ary of Miss Pearl Borgerson, clerk

of courts, from $2,820 to $3240.
The third bill would add $600. to
the pay of Sheriff P. Willard Pease
who now receives $3,000. for an an
nual total of $3,600.
The raises were approved by the
count)’ commissioners at a recent
meeting, but require approval of
the Legislature. Similar bills have
been introduced this year for offi
cials of most counties.
The proposed increases will not
bring the Knox County officials up
to the average paid for like tasks
in the other 15 counties of the
State.

Arthur E. Strout

Teachers Ask

Phi Beta Kappa

Speed Up In

At Bowdoin

Salary Increases
The Rockland School Board met
with a salary committee from the
Rockland Teachers' Association
Thursday night when the commit
tee presented a proposal for a
larger annual increase in many lo
cal teachers’ salaries. It is an
effort to move them sooner to a
salary schedule agreed to by the
school board last year.
The committee, composed of
John Morrison, Lois Harjula, and
Joel Fisk, accompanied by Asso
ciation President Martha Viik,
asked the board to consider
means to provide teachers not on
the scale with a $150 annual in
crease in addition to their present
$150 annual increase. The $300
increase each year would then pro
vide a means for the teachers to
(Continued on Page Three)

Appleton G.O.C. Volunteers Awarded Pins

\.,X

Mb.r

Arthur E. Strout

Volunteers of the Appleton Ground Observer Corps who received pins for th.' highest amount of
hours served at Wednesday night's awards meeting are shown above with the two officers from the Bangor
Filter (enter who made (he presentations. Front row. left lo right, are: Mrs. Evelyn Pitman. SCO hours;
Mrs. Rose Goldschmidt, 500 hours; Mrs. Arlene Collins, 1000 hours; and Mrs. Sheila Hart, 500 hours. Bark
row, left to right, are: Sgt. Brooks and Capt Kenney.

An awards night was held by)
the Appleton Ground Observer
Corps Wednesday at the Appleton
Community Club during which a
1000 hour, three 500 hour, two 250 j
hour a"hd several 100 and 25 hour
pins were presented.
Recipient of the pin denoting
1000 volunteer hours of service to
the Ground Observer Corps was
Appleton GOC supervisor Mrs.
Arlene Collins. The presentations
were made by Capt. Geoge Ken
ney of (hr Bangor Filter Center

Three 500 hour service pins
were awarded to Chief Observer
Mrs. Sheila Hart. Mrs. Evelyn
Pitman and Mrs. Rose Goldsch
midt.
Receiving the 250 hour pins
were Mrs. Mary Clark and Mrs.
Elizabeth Gushce.
Volunteers who were presented
100 hour pins included: Ruby
Chaples, Miss Lois Goldschmidt.
Cynthia Walters, Albert Pitman,
and William Goldschmidt.
Pina

for

27

hours

of

Four Bowdoin College seniors
have been elected to membership
in Phi Beta Kappa, national honor
ary fraternity for the rccongnition
and promotion of scholarship. Pro
fessor Nathan Dane. II. secretary
of the group announced today.
They arc Bruce A. Cowen of New
ark, N. J.. Francis M. Kinnelly of
Raymond, Stanton I. Moody of
Norridgewock, and Arthur E.
Strout of Thomaston.
The four men will be initiated on
Monday evening. Feb. 11. at 6.15.
The annual Phi Beta Kappa dinner
will bc held at the Moulton Union
at 6.45, following which the tradi
tional Phi Eeta Kappa address will
bc delivered at 8.15 by Professor
George T. Little of the University
of Vermont faculty. His subject
will be "The Global Profession.,”
The public is invited tb attend the

were awarded to Linnahel Sprowl.
Althea Moody, Florence Griffin,
Jennie Wentworth and Donald
Collins.
A sidelight of the evening pro
gram was the presentation of the
100 hour pin to 13 year old Lois
Goldschmidt, the only teen age
r
volunteer in the Appleton GOC
:
group.
A talk was given by Capt. Ken
ney and a film was shown by Sgt.
Brooks, also from the Bangor

servica Filter Center

8900

no

Phi Beta Kappa was founded at
the College of William and Mary
in 1776. The Bowdoin chapter was
founded in 1825 and is the sixth in
order of establishment.
Strout is a graduate of Hebron
Academy. At Bowdoin he is ma
joring in mathematics, is a mem
ber of Sigma Nu fraternity, and
has been a James Bowdoin Scholar
for three veara. He is the son of
Judge and Mrs. Alfred M. Strout
of Thomaston.
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Sea Explorer Courtmen Win 10 Straight

Photo bv Cullen
The lads of the Sea Explorer Ship Red Jacket have played a solid basketball schedule this year
under the coaching of Robert Hastings. They have scored 10 straight wins, the latest being a runaway
Thursday night against the Screaming Eagles of the City Recreation League. Pictured in the front row,
from the left, are: George Earle, Thwing Moore, George Grover and Bill Eaton. In the second row are:
William Raye, William Montgomery, Edward Grover, Robert Montgomery and James Tinker. Those in
the last row are: Carl Griffith, Jr., Gustave Carlson, ('oach Robert Hastings and Richard Freeman.

Wrecks Stopped

School Boards

Chief McLaughlin

(Continued from Page One)
New Skipper of
classes next year, he explained
Warriors Five
He told the Rockland group •I U.S.C.G. Station
think we can help you in your
Boatswain Mate Chief Archie
The Rockland Wrecks dropped
vocational program. You would McLaughlin, 38, of Tenants Har
their fifth game out of 10 starts
be able to use it more efficiently bor was assigned as commanding
Wednesday night losing to the
W’ith full classes and capacity use officer of the lifeboat station and
newly organized Waldoboro War
Rockland Moorings of the Coast
riors 70 to 61 in a rough contest of the rooms.”
Guptill estimated that the costs Guard, it was announced Thurs
played at Waldoboro.
The two independent basketball of such a structure would run day.
squads started off fast but Waldo around $1,000,000 or approximate
McLaughlin who starts his new
boro crept to an 18 to 10 first ly $1,000 per pupil, a rule of duties
immediatedly
succeeds
thumb currently used in school Maynard O’Brien of Lubec who |
period lead.
Rockland, led by high scoring construction.
retired last week.
Superintendents of both towns
Deane Deshon, almost tied the
McLaughlin is a veteran of 17
game in thc second canto coining reported their per capita school
years of Coast Guard service,
to within three points but Ron costs are above state averages.
most of which has been spent
Ralph and Dick Levensaler of the Average costs per capita on the
along the Maine coast. He was ,
winners pounded out some impor state level was set at $302. Thom
stationed at the Portland Head
tant points to pull their team aston’s is $345 while Rockland’s
Light Station for more than two ’
is $323.
slowly ahead.
years.
Ralph scored 23 points and
Both Kinney and Guptill ugreed
Married and the father of two
Levensaler dropped in 16 to top that area type schools tend to
children, McLaughlin served
the Warrior scoring while Deane drop this figure somewhat.
aboard the patrol craft out of NorDeshon of the losers pierced the
Thomaston reported that it now
nets for 18. Wrecks’ center Floyd has available a survey of their folk, Va., and with patrol boats at
Popham Beach during World War
Johnson tallied 15.
school needs.
A similar survey
Waldoboro (70)
is available from Rockland. Part n.
He is a native of Tenants Harbor. I
Rf, Ralph 9(5), Wallace 1; lf, of the duties of the study com
Green 6(4); c. Kimmich 4. Daw mittee w’ould be to combine their
son (2); rg, Levensaler 8; lg. reports.
Class M Tourney
Begley 1(3).
Estimates mentioned at the
Rockland (61)
meeting in a prepared paper sub Set For Wiscasset
Rf, Smith 2(2); lf, Mosher 2(1), mitted by the two superintendents
The Western Maine Group Three .
Stratton 2; c, Johnson 7(1); rg. indicated that should cost-share
' regional tournament will be held '
Gardner 5(3); lg. Deshon 7(4).
be based on evaluation of the in ' three days beginning Thursday,!
dividual towns, Thomaston’s would Feb. 14 at the Wiscasset High
be approximately 231i» per cent School gym, it was announced Friand Rockland’s would be 76
per
i day.
VINALHAVEN
cent.
All nine teams of group three '
PATRICIA DUNCAN
This year’s published state
Correspondent
will be eligible for tournament play
evaluation figures for the two
Telephone 172
j and standing and seeding will be ;
towns were set at $5.750.(XX) for
determined on the preliminary in-,
Thomaston and $18,700,000 for
dex of the Heal Point system set ,
Mrs. Annie Geary was hostess
Rockland. Thomaston showed an
up for schoolboy basketball.
to “Just Us Girls” Club on Wed
increase of $450,000 and Rockland
nesday’ evening. The members
Carroll Wallace, Thomaston High j
$1,400,000 since 1954. The per cent
helped to celebrate the birthday of I
of increase is almost the same. principal, is chairman of the West
Mrs. Ethel Smith and presented!
ern Maine tournament committee
her with a gift. A lunch was ' Present high school enrollment of Group Three.
served and the members enjoyed ; in the two towns, according to the
superintendents’ joint paper, are | Included in this Class M School
a birthday cake made by Mrs.
■ tournament from the Knox County
Norma Lloyd. The feature of the 118 plus 21 tuiton pupils for Thom area are Camden and Thomaston.
aston and 491 plus 61 tuition
evening was a grab bag and the j
Waldoboro High of Lincoln County
pupils for Rockland.
remainder of the evening was
is also Class M.
Projected enrollments for thc
passed with sewing.
Mrs. Dorothy Tolman and Mis. ! 1960-61 school year, not consider
Emily Dyer returned home on ing drop outs or tuition students, Port District
Thursday' from Portsmouth, N. H., was estimated at 172 for Thomas
.(Continued from Page One)
after visiting their brother and ton and 673 for Rockland for a
Allen said the time limit when
total
of
845.
family, Capt. and Mrs. Carl Kelthe state’s appropriation must be
Discussion at the meeting was encumbered is the first of July.
wick. They also went to Springpointed
at
a
building
housing
at
field, Mans., with the Kelwicks
This meant? the city must act to
where little three month old John least 1,000 students, however.
assure the state’s matching funds
The Rockland School Board before the expiration date.
Carl Kelwick was baptised in the
Bethesda Lutheran Church by Rev. met the area school proposal,
State funds are encumbered
Bergstrom
Mrs. Kelwick is for- favorably but indicated the com-|
when the Port District is ready to
merly from Springfield
i mittee’a study was merely lnvcs- i
let out bids on bonds, the normal
Mrs. Gladys Dyer. Mrs. Lizzie tigation of a possible solution.
method of financing the city’s
Oreenlnw and Mrs. Julia Beckman
—
$100,000 obligation. Allen said he

By Waldoboro

were
visitors
Thursday.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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in

Rockland

on iting In town with his mother. Mis.
1 Elizabeth Hamilton.

had been advised that bonds pay
able on a 10 year basis instead of
Mrs. Mae Davis and daughter j The American Legion Auxiliary the previously planned 20 year
Shirley were in Portland this week ot Woodrock-Cassi.'-Coombs Post basis would receive more bids and
for physicals.
I No. 18 met on Wednesday for a 6 carry a much lighter interest rate.
Mrs. Francis Conway of Bel-! o’clock supper. The committee, This means that the city may re
mont. Mass., is in town to attend Mrs. Edith Poole. Mrs. Hazel Rob tire the bonds at a rate of $10,000
the funeral of George Newbert.
| erts and Mi s. Dorothy Headley each year instead of the originally
Mrs. Lucy Skoog and Mrs. Bessie ! served a tuna casserole supper. planned $5,000 each year.
Geary returned home from Port- The meeting was held after suppei
Just when the trustees will be
land on Thursday where they vis and two names went in as candi ready to let out bids on the pro
ited with Mrs. Dennis Skoog. Mr. dates. They will be taken into ject is not known by them at pres
and Mrs. Raymond Rich and Mr. membership at the next meeting. ent but all expressed the desire tr
The auxiliary is also invited to at hold off until the harbor dredging
and Mrs. Andrew Nadcaux.
Fay Dyer is a patient at Knox tend the next Legion meeting itself is underway.
which will be on Feh. 20. as thc
County Hospital.
The ferry terminal building and
Mr. and Mrs. William Parmen- Post's guests.
wharf would not be ready for thr
ter returned home on Thursday.
Church News
1957 summer season, according tc
Mrs. Annie Geary, Mrs. Agnes
On Sunday morning. Rev. W. S reports at the meeting.
Oakes. Mrs. Emilie Gregory and Stackhouse begins a new series of
City Manager Allen reported that
Mrs. Vivian Georgeson were Rock three sermons on some great "Life to guarantee that the city would
land visitors on Wednesday.
Implications."
"The Basic Es- not lose the state $100,000 appro
Mrs. Clarabelle Hutchinson is sentials” or "Food and Its Rami priation by going beyond the July
visiting with relatives on the (ications" „.|jj be the first in this 1 encumbering deadline, Carl Stil
mainland.
; series. Church School will begin phen. Rockland representative tc
the state legislature, would Intro
Mra. Dora Hamilton was in at jq 0-ciock.
duce a bill
into
the ------house
seeking
Rockland on Wednesday to meet
—
--------------------------— —
- ----------her husband. Jim They are vis-| Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette. | the renewal of the state's offer.
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BLACKFACES MADE IT "UNDERDOG

WEEK" IN ISLAND BOWLING CIRCLES

Mills
Littlefield
Conway
Davis
Oakes

Palefaces
81 77
84 97
101 93
81 86
82 91

93

251

87
86

268
280
251
265

84
The Pirates lapped the Ganders things were coming out.
92
Monday night, the Blackfaces
up in great style in the first en
took another game from the Doggagement of the week January 28
429 444 442 1215
Total
in the Vinalhaven League, getting townera and would have made it
a four pointer but for a low string
away to a terrific start in the
by the Barber in the last spasm. Advertise in The Courier-Gazette
first two strings, but they sort of
This last string came out a tie
petered out in the last stanza or
LEGAL NOTICES
and on the roll off between Capt. j
they
might
have
established
a
EDITORIAL
Chilles and Capt. Young. Capt. PROBATE NOTICES
record total. As it wiu they got
STATE OF MAINE
Chilles was the loser and the !
a very good 1392, which is about
To all persons interested in
A PLEASING THING
game went to the Blackface/; ' either of the estates hereinafter
the best produced by any team
i
It is a pleasing thing to the host of friends and ad
three points to two.
named:
this year.
mirers in this area of the late Justice Frank A. Tirrell, Jr.,
At a probate Court held at
The Dowtcwners claim they
Bruce
Johnson
took
his
axe
in
that the Knox Bai Association has presented to Knox Coun
have been underdogs so long it is Rockland, in and for the County
hand
and
chopped
wood
in
great
of Knox, on the fifteenth day of
ty a portrait of the late Justice which will be unveiled at
about time they got on top. and January, in the year of our Lord
style for the first two strings, but
the opening of the February teim of Superior Court Tues
it does seem remarkable that a one thousand nine hundred and
he slipped badly in the third and
day.
team with the patential bowling fifty-seven, and by adjournment
while he had 310. the best total for
The portrait is by the well known artist Nathan
un- i from day to day from the fifteenth
strength they have has be
the
evening,
he
missed
a
good
Kredei^sei
day of said January
chance for a walloper. Old Timer derneath so long. Erratic is the The following matters having been
word that seem to fit them best, presented for the action there
Link Sanborn and Capt. Shields
and if they can but pull together upon hereinafter indicated it
GENERAL KNOX STAMP A STEP NEARER
! also had good opportunities for
on their scores they may yet puil hereby ORDERED:
big totals but the strain was too
A long-time ambition of the great number of admirers
themselves up by their bowlin I That notice thereof be given to
much for them and they faltered
of Major-General Henry Knox in this, his home area, is to
all persons interested, by causing
shoe staps.
a copy of this order to be publish
in that last string. If the Pirates
have his memory honored by the issuance of a commemo
ed
three weeks successively in The
continue to show this brand of
rative postage stamp.
Courier-Gazette,
a newspaper pub
Winslow
bowling
they
will
win
the
second
i
That reality honoring Maine’s great Revolutionary War
lished at Roekland. in said Coun
j half of the schedule without ques- j
Chilles
hero was brought a long step nearer this week when the
ty. that they may appear at a
t
Rosen
' tion.
entire Maine Congressional delegation wrote to Postmaster
Probate Court to be held at said
Littlefield for !. Conway
Rockland on the nineteenth day of
General Arthur E. Summerfield urging issuance of such a
Ganders
82 85 81 248 February A. D. 1957, at ten
stamp and giving reasons for their request, presenting the
Peterson
88 101 87 1
94 88 85 267 o’clock in the forenoon, and be
J. Chilles
superior claims for this honor of General Knox.
Drew
79 96 83 1
heard thereon if they see cause.
In conclusion thi* entire delegation expressed the hope
Sutllffe
88 85 102 1
EVERETT L. SPEAR late of
431 447 397 1275
Total
that the Postmaster General would personally review the
Peacock
91 91 90
Rockland, deceased. Will and
Dogtowners
Codicil thereto and Petition for
matter and expedite the long coveted commemorative
Goose
• 94 95 78 1
K. Polk
Probate thereof asking that the
stamp.
same may be proved and allowed
449 1348 V. Ames
Total
and that Letters Testamentary
Thompson
issue to Zoa J. Spear of Rocklanu.
SERVES A GREAT CAUSE
Walker
she being the executrix named
Mitchell
Young
Some $80,000 will be ne ded to give the handicapped
therein without bond
i Olson
children and adults in Main t)ie care necessary for their
ELIZA E. AREY late oi Vinal
iJohnson
379 455 397 1231 haven, deceased. Will and Peti
Total
rehabilitation.
I Sanborn
The Fishhawks, bowling like tion for Probate thereof asking
This amount has therefore been set as the goal of the
Shields
Hawks and not fish, came right that said Will may be proved and
Easter Seals campaign of the present year.
allowed and that Letters Testa
For thirty-six years, nation-wide, this service to the
Total
482 496 414 1392 to the front on Thursday night and mentary issue to R. Mont Arey of
j gave the Palefaces another trim Vinalhaven, he being the Execu
crippled and the handicapped has been carried on by the
The Ducks whipped Wymie’s
ming by 36 pins which must have tor named therein, without bond
Easter Seal Societies. The contributions in Maine to Easter
Wabbing Worms by 51 pins on
GINA B. SWANSON late of
had a sobering effect on the Pale
Seals this year will help support and maintain the Hyd«Wednesday night to get started
faces and a injected a little hope Vinalhaven, deceased. Will and
Rehabilitation Hospital and the new Adult Rehabilitation
on the trail after the high flying
and aspiration into the Fishhawks. Petition for Probate thereof ask
Program in Bath as well as the workshop at Bath and the
Ganders, and it was a very dis
ing that said Will may be proved
Sid Smith of the Hawks and H. and allowed and that Letters
celebrated Pine Tree Camp for crippled children at Rome,
couraged Capt. Wymie who saw
Conway of the palefaces were tied Testamentary issue to Fritz L.
Maine, all facilities of the Pine Tree Society.
his team go down to such an easy
at 280 each for second place Swanson of Vinalhaven, he being
Easter Seals will be placed in the mails March 15 and
defeat.
Captain Wymie himself
honors on total while Norton had the Executor named therein, with
ninety per cent of the funds raised by the Easter Seal cam
set the pattern when he did the
a 105 for high single, and his 282 out bond.
paign in Maine is used to finance services in this State.
unprecedented thing of getting a
MALCOLM MORIARTY late of
was high for total.
Your Eastei Seal dollar serves a great cause.
Cushing, deceased. Will
and
two box. rolling two balls off the
Capt. Sid Smith says the “Fish’’ Petition for Probate thereof ask
alley in the process, and he didn’t
in the Fishhawks is being trans ing that said Will may he proved
recover his equilibrium for the
"HANDS ACROSS THE SEA"
ferred to the opponent of his team and allowed and that Letters
rest of the evening.
Doc Rae
More than passing attention attaches to the second com
and from now on the Fishhawks Testamentary issue to Annie M.
claims he can get thc same re
Davis of Cushing, she being the
ing of the schooner Mayflower at Plymouth, Mass., early in
will behave like the Hawks they Executrix named therein, without
sults financially and in games won
May of thc present year. Thus 337 years after the first
really are.
bond.
by paying in advance an<| stay
crossing a new Mayflower, replica of her forebear, will conn*
Fishhawks
ETTA K. WALL late of St.
ing home. But every cloud has
back to Plymouth, but this time not as an outcast, but an
82 105 95 282 1 George, deceased. Will and Peti
that silver lining and maybe next Norton
honored guest instead.
90 77 85 252 tion for Probate thereof asking
week the Worms will have some Warren
that said Will may be proved and
The second Mayflower .will follow the route of the first
86 99 95 280 allowed and that Letters Testa
thing soft to chew on and make | S. Smith
from Plymouth, England, to Plymouth, Mass. Here the ship
101 77 91 269 mentary issue to Joseph T. Sim
yarns about, said Worms not C. White
will be given a permanent home, a sort of goodwill gift of
87 82 99 268 I mons of St. George, he being the .
being of the silk variety t»ut wiki 1I! V. Guilford
Executor named therein, without
the peoples of Britain and America, a “Hands Across The
and woolly.
Capt. Wymie says
446 440 465 1351 i bond.
Total
Sea’’ sort of thing, destined eventually to become a shrine
there is nothing the matter with
MABEL C. BEALE also know
including not only the ship but a replica of the Plymouth
his team that a good square meal LEGAL NOTICES
as Mabelle C. Beale late of
of three centuries ago with its grist mill, brick kiln, and
Friendship, deceased.
Will and
would not fix, and he is going to NOTICES OF APPOINTMENT
the garden tools and home utensils of another day.
Petition for Probate thereof ask
see that they get it right away.
I.
THOMAS
C.
AYLWARD,
ing
that
said
Will
may
be
proved
This will be “Plimouth Plantation’’, two miles from Ply
Register of Probate for the Coun and allowed and that Letters
Worms
mouth Rock, with every possible smallest detail of the
Grimes
71 76 73 220 1 ty of Knox, in the State of Maine, Testamentary issue to William N.
original Plimouth Village as it was in 1627. In her epochal
hereby certify that in the follow Flvnt of Melrose. Massachusetts
Bickford
trip across the Atlantic the Mayflower will be captained
ing estates thc persons were ap he being thc Executor named
80
79
99
258 pointed administrators, executors, therein, with bond.
by Commander Alan Villiers, sailor, author, adventurer and
Chilles
79 92 95 266 guardians and conservators and
hero of several wars.
ESTATE CHRISTIAN KANGAS
Rae
75 87 100 262 on the date hereinafter named.
late of Rockland, deceased. Will
Wymie
JAMES
A.
MacDONALD
late
of
86 90 84
260 i
and Petition for Probate thereof
North Haven, deceased. Decem asking that said Will may be
THE TREND IS ONWARD AND UPWARD
Rice
of
ber
31.
1956,
Christine
Total
proved and allowed and that Let
391 424 451 1266 ;
Times and styles change with the passing years, some
Woburn. Massachusetts, was ap ters of Administration with the
Ducks
with astounding rapidity. The town manager business is
pointed Administratrix and quali Will annexed be issued to Aino G.
Id
84 80 85 249 fied by filing bond on same date. Kangas of Rockland, or some
one of these miracle occupations. The idea in Maine has
Oakes
95 79 82 256 Jerome C. Burrows of Rockland, other suitable person, with bond.
assumed great proportions in two decades and is still in
Nelson
85 81 79 215 Agent in Maine.
ESTATE ETHEL S. CUMMINGS
its infancy. Already the courses leading toward town and
LEROY E. MERRILL late of late of Rockland, deceased. Peti
Smith
90 90 9.3 273
city management have assumed major proportions at th<Rockland, deceased. December 18,
Poole
94 97 103 294 1956. Richard W. Glass of Belfast tion for Administration asking that
State University.
Jerome C. Burrows of Rockland,
was appointed Administrator and or some other suitable person be
Thc adoption of the manager plan has met with gen
Total
448 427 442 1317 qualified by filing bond on same appointed Administrator.
with
eral acceptance over thc State with not too many com
bond.
It was “Underdog Week” in date.
munities resisting the idea of hiring a trained man to man
RICHARDSON
STONNIE E.
ESTATE JOHN A. THOMPSON
stead of Ground Hog Week in the
age its affairs and only a few die-hards fighting the plan
late of Rockland, deceased. Jan- late of Rockland, deceased. Peti
Saltwater
League,
as
all
the
in |hose communities which have adopted it.
uary 15. 1957. Edward B. Richard tion for Administration asking
underdogs licked the top dogs and son of Rockland was appointed that Carrie B. Thompson of Rock
It is primarily a young man’s profession, probably be
is was doggone had to tell how Administrator, without bond.
land, or some other suitable per
cause the profession itself is young but mainly because it
CHARLES L. GRAHAM late of son be appointed Administratrix.
calls for originality and daring in operation. Town Mana
Appleton, deceased. January 15. Avithout bond.
gers seldom move out of the State because of the strong
S1 1957. Harry E. Wilbur of Rockland
ESTATE CHARLES O. COLr
demand in our own area, but rather gravitate upward from
{jt was appointed Administrator, and LINS late of Appleton, deceased.
smaller town to larger town as their experience proves
qualified by filing bond on same Petition for Administration asking
them to be of increased value to the communities.
dab .
that Avis G. Collins of Appleton,
§
JEANNETTE G. CARVER late or some other suitable person be
A case in point is found this week when Camden’s ex
§ of Vinalhaven, deceased. January appointed Administratrix, without
cellent town manager, Harold B. Gilbert, left that job to
? 15. 1957, Keith G. Carver of Vinal- bond.
take a fine position in an allied industry. The Camden
J haven. Maine, and Ernestine C.
ESTATE JOHN W. O’JALA late
Board of Selectmen lost no time in taking advantage of
Johnson of Lynnfield Center. > of Rockport, deceased. Petition
precedent, and named for the manager in their town Stirl
Massachusetts. were appointed for Administration asking that
Administrators.
without
bond. Martha A. O’Jala of Rockport or
ing Morris, a young man who has had good success as
WE DO!
Christopher S. Roberts. Agent ill I some othi'ia suitable person be ap
town manager of neighboring Warren.
Maine for Ernestine C. Johnson. pointed Administratrix, without
DONALD L. KARL late of bond.
The Council pas.sed the second
OUR NOV. BILL
$19.00 Rockland, deceased. January 15
ESTATE RALPH L. CLARK
Burns' Zoning
request in its first reading last
1957. Gladys V. Karl of Rockland late of Rockland, deceased. Peti
OUR
DEC.
BILL
was
appointed
Executrix,
without
$35,006
tion for Administration asking
month and scheduled it for final
Petition Frowned
bond.
that Anna F. Clark of Rockland or
reading and a public hearing this i £
HIRAM B. LIBBY late of Thom some other suitable person be apMonday night at the regular ' '
On By Planners
The Heat Serves
aston. deceased. January 15, 1957, Pointed Administratrix. without
monthly meeting.
Elizabeth M. Libby of Thomaston bond.
I
A Family of Five
The Rockland Planning Com
was appointed Executrix, without
ESTATE AIJCE M. WASH
The planning commission, in I
mission voted Wednesday night at
bond.
i BURNE late of Rockland, deIn a Seven Room House
making its recommendation, said 1
l meeting of the group to recom
EMMA L. WINSLOW late of ce*®«d. First and Final Account
it was the policy of the board not
We offer Free KtitimateM andA Vinalhaven. deceased. January 15. presented for allowance by Lenmend to the City Council that the
to sponsor “spot zoning”.
One
^Planning. Why not enjoy thei 1957, Malcolm Winslow of Wor- don c- Jackson. Jr.. Executor,
petition of Robert Burns of Old
board member described spot . ) world’s most modern and eco-j cester, Massachusetts, was apESTATE JOHN SHIELDS late
County Road for a change in zonzoning as a “disease” that can ,nomical heat. Come see it in* pointed Executor, without bond, of Everett, Massachusetts, deng be denied.
ruin a neighborhood and a entire ; 'full operation. We welcome $ Hadley B. Miller of Waldoboro, ceased. First and Final Account
Burns’ zoning amendment re community.
Agent in Maine.
presented for allowance by Mar•you. Open ’till 9 P. M.
quest would change a parcel oi
LESTER H. ELWELL late of St. liar,'t P«"on*. Executrix.
The board agreed unamiously i
George, deceased.
January 15
ESTATE AINA M. GRONROS
property owned by him and adjato go along with the city’s master i
F. BLAISDELL 1957, Agnes C. Elwell of St. lotc of Rockland, deceased. First
ent to his own land on Old
zoning plan that allows certain i
George was appointed Executrix, and Final Account presented for
Jounty Road from residential to
without bond.
allowance by Sulo A. Gronros, Ad
sections of the city for particular :
& CO.
ommercial zoning.
CARRIE E. WALLACE late of ’"ini’U'ator.
types of structures.
ROCKPORT, ME.
Burns now operates a small
Cushing, deceased.
January 15.
ESTATE DOROTHEA M. RALAttending the meeting was t
TEI.. ( Edar 6-3562
1957. Charles D. Fogerty of Galt, ANO late of St. George, deceased.
>lant on his property manufactur- Bruce Kinney, superintendent of
1S-S-18S Province
of Ontario, Canada. First Account presented for allowlg concrete septic tanks and Rockland Schools.
Kinney had
was appointed Administrator, with ance by James Wilfred Balano
zaults. His own land is classed been invited to the meeting to dis
— the Will annexed, and qualified by and Jasper M. Balano. Executors,
s a non-conforming commercial cuss with the board the futur?
j filing bond on same date. Stuart j ESTATE HERMAN STENFORS
' C. Burgess of Rockland, Agent in I of Warren. First and Final Acone in a residential zone area.
school enrollment growth in the
Maine.
' count presented for allowance by
This is the second time city and the particular sections
EUGENE F. ALLEN late of St. Selma Anderson. Guardian.
>urns has sought the amend- of the city where the growth will
DODGE - PLYMOUTH
. George, deceased.
January 15. ! WITNESS, Charles F. Dwinal.
nent from the Council. He was become heaviest.
COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE ! 1957. Gertrude A. Small of St. Esquire, Judge of Probate Court
arced to move several tanks
He produced school department
i George was appointed Executrix, for
Knox County.
Rockland,
^without bond.
Maine.
tored on the property to the front maps showing home locations of
First Chaice Used Con
I Attest;
Attest:
>f his own home last year when pupils in the city for the board's
TEL. 72V
ROCKLAND
THOMAS C. AYLWARD,
THOMAS C. AYLWARD.
he City Council disapproved his ( study. A discussion of city school
BT. 1. NEW COUNTY RD.
Register. I
Register.
tegiate
l(M-tf
first request in a divided vote.
. needs in the near future followed.
15*S*211

§
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( TALK OF THE TOWN

Mignault Leaves

Municipal Court

C.M.P. For Sales

Kenneth L. Witham, 22. of Gor
ham pleaded guilty to a charge of
imprudent driving in Rockland
Municipal Court Thursday morn
ing and was fined $10.
The case was continued to Feb
ruary 15 and Witham was re
leased in $25 personal recogni
zance. He was arrested by Cam
den Police on Elm Street in Cam
den February 6.
• • •
Edmund A. Wallace of Union
pleaded guilty to driving a motor
Deer Isle. Me., Jan. 30, 1957.
vehicle with the license plate not Dear Steamboat Editor:—
properly displayed and the case
I often ask myself, what was
was continued to February 15 for there about the steamboat profespayment of a $10 fine.
State Police were complainants
after stopping Wallace on Route
17 in South Hope February 6.

Work In Vermont

Coming Events
(Social and community events
are solicited for this calendar. All
are free and space here cannot be j
purchased. Strictly commercial |
ire dances,
onr'.ic
affairs, sales, suppers,
cannot be accepted. The decision
of the. editor is final.)
Feb. 12—Zonta Club meets at the
Hotel Thorndike at 12.30.
Feb. 15 — Woman’s Educational
Club meets at the Farnsworth
Museum at 3 p. m.
Feb. 21—Emblem social meeting
at the Elks Home at 8 p. m.
F^b 22 Washington’s Birthd-y.
Feb. 22—Golden Rod Chapter,
OES, will meet at the MasonicTemple at 6.30 p. in.
Feb. 26 - Zonta dinner meeting at
the Thorndike Hot»-1 at 6.30 p. m.
March 1—Methehesec Club meets
with Mrs. Maude Blodgett at
2 30 n. m.
March 6—Ash Wednesday.
Anril 1-4—Farm and Home Week
on the University of Maine
campus
April 19—Good Friday.
April 21—Easter.
Aug. 2, 3, 4-Rockland Sea Foods
Festival.

Rockland firemen raced to Park
street Thursday night to extinguish
flames in the motor of a car driven
by Leo Dostie of 15 Spruce street
but were
t,, the job by a
Rocklan(,
t,.olman wielding a
small fire extinguisher. Firemen
reported that the fire was caused
from a broken vacuum hose going
from the block to the heater and
estimated damage at $16. Upon ar
rival they discovered that Patrol
man John Low, who had arrived
minutes earlier, had killed the fire
with a small extinguisher carried
in the patrol ear.
The Maine Fishermen’s Associa
tion will hold a union meeting
Wednesday, Feb. 13, at 7 p, m. at
the G.A.R. Hall for members only.

Poge ThrM
I

Kenneth Mignault, formerly of
Rockland and for the past two
years store manager and sales
man for Central Maine Power
Company in Belfast, has resigned
effective February 16.
Mignault. who has been with
the appliance sales division of the
company seven years, five in
Rockland, will enter the employ
of the Hot point Company. He will
serve as salesman for the firm’s
line of appliances in Vermont.
The son of
Mrs. William
Gregory of Centre Street, he is a
past president of the Maine Sea
foods Festival and was active in
Junior Chamber of Commerce
affairs here.

Bickford Asks

Weir Permit For
Dyers Island Site

The city welfare office on Spring
street will distribute surplus foods
to qualified persons Thursday.
Feb. 14. There will be cheese, dry
milk and flour. Persons receiv
ing federal or state assistance,
and who do not know their qualifi
cations as to receipt of surplus
THE WEATHER
foods, may call the welfare direc
The goose still hangs high as
tor. Joshua N. Southard, at Rock
far as the public esteem for the
land 1990 to learn their status.
weather makers is concerned. At
press time today the skies were
BORN
still smiling and much more of the
Wallace—At
Miles
Memorial
remaining snow cover had gone. Hospital, Damariscotta. Feb. 5
It was getting colder though, and to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Wallace
at the expense of being called a of Waldoboro, a son.
Winchenbaeh—At Augusta. Feb
misanthrope, we venture to say
that we have seen a lot of Febru 2, to Mr. and Mrs. Russell Win
aries come and go and that in ch enbach. formerly of Washing
ton. a daughter—Susan Lynne.
variably they build us up with
Young—At Knox Hospital. Feb.
warmth and sunshine only to de 7, to Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Young
scend without warning with about of Thomaston, a son.
Cooley—At
Augusta
General
14 inches of snow and a brief re
turn to the zero habit of the un Hospital, Feb. 1. to Mr. and Mrs.
Parker Cooley of West Washing
lamented January.
ton, a daughter Jeanne Ann.

with smokestack covered, was just
a mass of wood and iron pretty
much un-noticed by anyone. They
became colorful when alive, fac
ing the elements through fair and
foul weather, ranging up and down
the roast to be admired by all.
They suddenly added a pictur
esque touch to the coast line. They
suddenly added beauty and ro
mance to what otherwise would
be a barren waste of water to Abe
horizon line. Even during the in
tervals when murky fogs closed
all from view, their screaming
first officer. He would delay his whistles made their presence
ship for the welfare of those un known.
der him.
Those old timers who were
1 could not close this article forced into retirement, most Of

STEAMBOAT YARNS

of Ships and Men
John M. Richardson

Fascinating Story Of The Closest Call Of
The Gov. Dingley As Told By Captain Scott
shutters watertight.
Then he
said, •'There is water on the fireroom floor and if the lights go
out, we are done for." He turned

Carroll E. Langley of West
brook failed to appear in Thur
day morning’s session to answ.-r
to a charge of driving 55 miles
an hour in a 25 mile zone.
The charge was brought by
Camden Police who stopped Lang
ley on Elm Street in Camden Fe‘
ruary 5.
* * •
A charge of assault and battery
brought against a 15 year old
Camden boy by Alfred H. Miller.
Sr., of Camden was dismissed by
Judge Alfred M. St rout.
Miller charged that one of his
young sons was struck by the re
spondent in an argument in the
Camden Post Office February 6.

Clyde Bickford. Vinalhaven sar
dine weirman, has petitioned the
selectmen of the community for
permission to erect a weir on th*1
southern side Dyers Island near
the approach to Peaslees Cove.
The lead would run to Dyers
Island on the land of Paul Brown.
The selectmen, Vinal H. Con
way. Harold H. Haskell and Rob
ert E. Tolman. have set the time
and place for a public hearing
on the petition. The hearing will Muskie Picks
take place Friday, Feb. 15. at
• Continued Prom Page One)
7.30 p. m. in the office of the Green has rebuilt the warden
selectmen.
' force of the department and has
i brought it to a high degree of effiStern view of the Ik indsoine Gov. Dingley as she laid at her berth.
Close-up of pilot hotfee of the great Gov. Dingley showing th©
( eiitral Wharf, Boston.
’middle window.” Note the prominent fore stay.
, ciency.
Elks To Hold
! During World War 2 he served
! with the Coast Guard. In the
Past Exalted
! early part of the conflict, when
Rulers' Night
submarines infested the New EngThe Rockland Lodge of Elks will • land coast, he was commanding
observe Past Exalted Rulers’ officer of a schooner on anti-sub
marine patrol off New England
Night Tuesday.
1 and into Canadian waters. As a
The
following
past
exalted
rulers
The Pleasant Street Bakery, op
MARRIED
chief boatswain’s mate, he was
erated the past several years by
Ijiwrence-lxwe — At Rockland. of the lodge will take the chairs: one of a handful of former fish
Exalted
Ruler,
Joseph
Soffayer;
Feb.
8.
Frank
A.
Lawrence,
Jr.,
Charles Fairweather, will close
ermen and yachtsmen who sailed
Saturday night. Mr. Fairweather and Mrs. Margery Lowe, both of Esteemed Leading Knight, May
the Coast Guard’s Corsair Fleet,
is moving his family to Portland Rockland, by Rev. Charles R. nard Marston; Esteemed Loyal
Monteith.
Knight, Harold J. Philbrook;; Es and were responsible for report
where he has employment in the
bakery department of the Puritan
teemed Lecturing Knight, William ing the presence of subs on many
DIED
occasions.
Restaurant.
Walsh—At Camden. Feb. 7. Ed Blake; Esquire, Gilbert E. Barker.
Later he served aboard an am
Chaplain, James Burns; Inner
ward Joseph Walsh of Lincoln
The marriage intentions of An ville Beach, age 80 years. Rosary Guard, James Manseau; Trustees, phibious force attack transport in
thony E. Tamoosh, former teacher will be said Friday. Saturday and Carl Stilphen, Clifford Carroll, Al the Pacific, weathering three in- ;
and coach at Vinalhaven High Sunday evenings at 8.15 p. m. at mon P. Richardson; Secretary. vasions before the war’s end.
the Gilbert C. Laite Funeral
He is married to the former
School and now teaching in Boston, Home in Camden. Requiem Mass Robert Brewer.
Evelyn Willis of Rockland and
and Miss Arlene M. Baker of Bos be sung Monday at 8.30 a. m. at
makes his home at 65 North Main)
ton have been published.
Our Lady of Good Hope Catholic
C ARD OF THANKS
Church in Camden with Rev.
I wish to thank Dr. Allen, Dr. street.
Goudreau
officiating. Dennison, the nurses at Knox
The nomination awaits confirm
Those persons wishing to enter George
Committal services and interment
articles in the Rockport town war will be in Mt. Benedict Cemetery Hospital, the “Rebs”. Grace ation by the Executive Council
Chapter. OES. Federated Church,
rant must do so before Feb. 20. Monday at 2.30 p. m. in West Rox neighbors and friends for many next week. Approval seems cer
The first meeting of the budget bury, Mass.
cards, flowers and gifts, while I tain as Green is a Republican, al
though not active politically, and
Booth—At Rockland. Feb. 6. was a patient at the hospital.
committee will be held Feb. 27.
Mrs. Lydia M. Booth, widow of
Frances Lawry.
is apparently favored by fishing1
Promenade deck of the huge Dingley. Nantasket Beach steamers
Hurricane deck view’ of the spacious Gov- Dingley. Highly popular
18* It industry groups.
in background.
on moonlight nights.
Camden town officials closed the Richard A. Booth of Portland, Thomaston.
formerly of Rockland, age 67
town warrant to new article Fri years. Funeral services were
Previous commissioners from sion that held the officers in such and whistled down the engine without a word of praise for the whom are now gone, guided them
( ARD OF THANKS
day night. The first of three held Friday at 11 a. m. from the
We wish to express our sincere this area have included Rodney E. a deathly grip that it was far be room tube and told the engineer so-called roust-a-bo.uts of Atlantic into this present day picture of
meetings to consider the budget to Burpee Funeral Home with Rev. thanks and appreciation for the Feyler of Thomaston, Horatio D.
That night when the color, and romance, which we are
not to let the electricians leave avenue.
be presented at town meeting in Edward T. Barram officiating. many kindnesses extended us dur Crie of Criehaven and Thomaston, yond their will power to give up, the dynamo for one minute, as the Dingley’s shutters were stove in, trying to establish in our volumes
even
when
advanced
years
was
March will be held at the town Interment was in Brooklawn ing our recent bereavement.
and Richard R. Reed, of Rockland.
: Memorial Park Cemetery, Poi tquickening its pace by giving warn failure of that dynamo could mean bedlam let loose on the freight of historical facts. May we be
Franklin G. Priest and Daughoffice at 7.30 p. m. Feb. 11.
disaster. All of the passengers deck. Water went down by the spared to see those volumes com*
I land.
ters.
18*11
ing signs of the inevitable?
McElwee—At Union. Feb. 8
were in the saloons. They could engin-room door knee deep, vapor plete for the archives of the future.
Teachers Ask
This
was
pretty
much
the
case
Oliver Holmes, custodian of Leland S. McElwee, age 62 years.
Sincerely,
not stay in their berths. Without filled her freight deck like steam.
IN MEMORIAM
(Continued
from
Page
One
I
with
all
the
old
timers
of
the
East
Rockland High School and the U.S. Funeral services Sunday at 2
In loving memory of our be move more quickly onto the salary ern Steamship Company, who had lights there could have been a We worked by the sense of touch
Capt. Walter E. Scott.
Weather Bureau observer in the p. m. from the Peoples Methodist loved daughter. Judy Irene Robin
reached the retirement age. It panic. The ice formed so heavy and freight was strewn about by
Coastal Area, is a patient at Knox- Church in Union with Rev. Wal son, who passed away February i schedule drawn up last year.
ter Brown officiating. Committal 10, 1954.
At
the
present
rate
of
a
$150
seems
to have been my lot to on her whistle cord that the whistle the inrush of water. These roust- City G.O.C. Chief
Hospital, where he underwent sur and interment Monday at 2 p. m.
Today
recalls
a
memory.
increase
each
year,
it
will
take
have
been
with many of them who blew constantly, two oilers and a-bouts worked drenched to their
gery Thursday.
I in Lowell Cemetery, Lowell. Mass, Of a loved one gone to rest
the assistant engineer rigged a skin with freezing water. They
i Please , omit flowers.
Remem The ones who think of her today some teachers eight years to reach pulled the bell pull for the last steam hose to clear it. This con could hardly keep their feet as Plans Meeting To
the
proper
scale
that
their
years
time.
Some
of
them
felt
physic

brances
may
be
sent
to
Ameri

The Chamber of Commerce an
Are the ones who loved her best.
stant sound of the whistle un most of the time the ship was on Revive Service
nual meeting and banquet commit can Cancer Society. Friends may
Mother, Father, Sister and of experience and academic stand- ally fit, but were struck down
her beam ends. When the march
nerved many passengers.
call
at
the
Burpee
Funeral
Home,
with no warning while on duty.
i Brother.
18*lt ! ing call for.
tee is attempting to obtain a lead
A new and more determined
Saturday from 2 to 5 p. m.
of progress streamlined Atlantic
After
running
before
the
gale
A
teacher
with
a
bachelor
de
One
case
in
particular
was
Joe
er in the field of atomic power in
Roger*—At Lynn. Mass., Feb.
avenue, and the last steamboat effort to bring the Rockland
IN
MEMORIAM
gree
starts
at
$3000
each
year
acWard,
the
real
veteran
of
all
first
for one hour and thirty minutes
industry as the guest speaker at 8. Alva F. Rogers, age 66 years.
In loving memory of William T. j cording to the scale. With a $150 officers of the International Line, while the make-shift shutters were blew her whistle, Atlantic avenue Ground Observer Corps up to re
the banquet to be held in the Funeral services Sunday at 2 Fitzgerald,
who
passed
away
i annual increase, he will reach the Joe as first officer of the Calvin being built it was then a case of lost a fine bunch of men.
p. m. from the Burpee Funeral
quired standards of effectiveness
spring.
Home with Rev. Edward T. Bar- February 5, 1946.
$4200 maximum in eight years. Austin suffered a stroke while di dead reckoning after Capt. Clark ! For three years I was very close will be initiated at a meeting of
Gone
from
us.
but
leaving
mem

However, many teachers who were recting freight handlers on the had swung her to head into the , to that veteran master of the Ken corps personnel and in-ercsted
Workmen of the Highway De ram officiating. Interment in
ories
Achorn Cemetery.
Death can never take away;
( in Rockland previous to last year wharf in Boston. I was standing gale for Portland Capt. Clark I nebec Line Capt. George Colby. Rockland citizens February 20 at
partment are re-decorating the in
Memories that will always linger started much lower fhan $3000. beside him when he ordered a was not sure of his correct posi- j He shunned the advice of physi
terior of city hall. The buff walls
7.30 o’clock In the evening at the
While upon this earth we stay. | With the $150 increase, some years passing fre ght handler to drop the
of decades past are giving way to
tion until he heard Spring Point cians to give up. He said he Farnsworth Art Museum.
Sadly missed by: Wife, Mrs
elapse before they arrive at the handles of his truck. The freight Lighthouse. The Dingley was so wouldn’t live a week on shore with
a pleasing combination of two
William Fitzgerald; Sons
Chief Observer Mrs. Adele Lun
agreed scale despite their years handler obeyed Joe’s orders and badly iced up that her forward the Kennebec line steamboats run dell said today that she Is plan
tones of green.
and Maurice; Daughter,
and Grandson, Robert.
of experience. To bring all teach Joe sat down on the truckload of deck broke water like a half-tide ning up and down the river, with ning to form a local active asOur high standard of living
ers up to the agreed salary scale freight with the remark that he ledge.
out him on board. While we were j sociation of Ground Observer
brings about the high cost of liv- i
immediately would mean huge in felt ill. He was taken to his room
I threw a heaving line to the bow in winter quarters tied up at the Corps members who will visit the
ing.
creases which the city could not af on the Calvin Austin, a doctor lookout and hauled him up the for old Sewall wharf in Bath, we laid filter center and ground observer
ford. The small increases were was called who ordered him to ward steps. He was stationed in a through the winter months with a corps units to observe their meth
Telephone 76 for all social items,
decided upon.
take a long rest. He returned to window in the pilot -house, good boom of logs around the City of ods of operation.
guests, parties, etc., for The
Not on the adopted top scale at Eastport on the steamer that seamanship and iron nerve saved Bangor to protect her from the 1 At the February 20 session,
Courier-Gazette, Mrs. Margaret
present are 82 teachers. Only trip, which was his last.
the Governor Dingley that night. river ice. The boilers had been members and prospective mem
Winchenbaugh, 161 Limerock St.
nine actually enjoy scale rates.
Capt. Ernest Clark, master of I never left Capt. Clark’s side until blown down and her stacks cov
bers will hear a representative of
social reporter.
tf
The new proposal would move the Governor Dingley, suffered a he blew his whistle for the dock. ered. Veteran baggage master
the Air Force who will also show
15 to full pay on the first year. 28 stroke while on duty in the pilot Capt. Levi Foran stayed in one Silas Owen was my night watch
slides on air defense radar and
on the second. 44 the third and 71 house.
Though overweight he window. Capt. Clark in the middle man We did light housekeeping
plane spotting on the east coast.
in the fourth year.
j seemed in the best of health. I window, Vinal Bagley, the 2d pilot, in the galley. Capt. Colby lived in
Instructions on GOC duties will
The school board took the pro have always considered his break took the wheel from the quarter- , Bath, and he would come on board
also be given to those attending
And ye shall know the
posal under consideration.
in health was due to the after ef master.
Both
quartermasters every day and spend hours in the the meeting.
truth, and the truth shall
fects of the ordeal of the fearful served as lookouts. The load Capt. galley with me. He told me many
Personnel for the manning of
BURPEE
hours he spent in the pilot house Clark carried that night would times that his career w .s fast
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
make you free.
the Rockland observer post on a
■ the night the Dingley’s forward
coming to an end. His greatest full-time basis is now being
John 8:32
Funeral Home
MAPLE Arm Divanola for sale. j shutters were stove in and she was have broken the courage of the
strongest of men. but he took it work was just what reaction secured by Mrs. Lundell.
$25; also bureaus, $7 and $4;
RARRETT M. JORDAN, Prop
with no outward emotions. That is would take place if he was retired j __ _
bedroom set, complete. $35; 2 on the brink of disaster.
Established 1830
If'atch for a Great Prom
Capt. Clark didn’t expect her why I believe this contributed to and be sitting in his home to hear
parlor chairs, $8 each; also many
r
AMBULANCE SERVICE
ise from the Bible in this
beds. HARVEY GURNEY. Tel. to survive that night, when I went his later illness and forced retire the Kennebec steamers whistle for 1
i
TEl.. 390
Union
STate
5-2449.
18
20
to
the
wheelhouse
after
having
MILLER'S
sfiace evert Saturday.
ment. Capt. Clark’s life span was the dock, or to hear those familiar
lit LIMEROCK STREET
NOTICE
built up the makeshift shutters. shortened but the Dingley contin short blasts of the whistle during , I
ROCKIAND MAINE
i
After this date, I will pay only He asked me if she was taking
GARAGE
the river fogs. He was spared the
Our personal service and
those bills contracted by myself. much water on deck. I had to say ued a long career to finally end up
thoughtful eare have
tortures
of
retirement
as
he
did
not
in
the
junk
yard.
February 8, 1957.
The Best Place Te
brought comfort to many
I
DONALD WIDDECOMBE. , she was taking gome as it was im
I relieved Joe Brown as first survive to see her leave for Bos
Buy a
Knox County home* In
possible
to
make
the
makeshift
18*lt
t GOOD
officer of the Governor Dingley on ton that spring.
time* of sorrow
USED CAR
The steamboats themselves were
his retirement. Joe was an all
♦
25-31
tree!
not especially colorful. An idle
ground
veteran
first
officer.
His
34-ThAS-tf
WARREN Tel. CRestwd 3-2981
0
MONUMENTS
BY
DORNAN
steamboat
tied
up
at
her
dock
DAVIS
license had hung at the foot of the
CAMDEN
Td. 2151
main saloon stairway of the KaKnox-Linroln-Waldo Counties
FUNERAL HOMES
FOR 74 YEARS
tathdin, Cambridge, Penobscot,
ROCKLAND
and City of Bangor, Bay State, '
PHONE THOMASTON 175
CALL 1371 - for Heat Packed
and
and Gov. Dingley. If Joe hired a
THOMASTON
RAN6E AND FUEL OIL
William E. Dornan & Son, Inc.
deck hand from Atlantic avenue,
he would not allow him to work
MARITIME OIL CO.

s

Chester Brooks

Office-Showroom, Thomaston, Maine
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until he had eaten a square meal.
Joe was a fine man and excellent
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FARM AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES
UNION WRITER PRESENTS HISTORY

H.D.A. Leader For State To Retire

TEEN-AGERS TO TELL EXTENSION

OF TOWN'S UNIQUE, CENTURY OLD

Miss Estelle Nason, home dem
onstration agent leader for the Ex
tension Service of the University
of Maine, will retire on April 15,
Dr. Arthur A. Hauck, president of
the university, announced today.
• Miss Nason has earned the sin
cere gratitude of the peopl^ of
Maine for her loyal and effective
service over a period of nearly 35
years.” Dr. Hauck said. “Her
work in the Extension Service has
reached thousands of homemakers
scattered throughout Maine. We
wish her much happiness in her
well-earned retirement.”
Miss Nason became Extension
Service food specialist ou Dec. 1,
1925, and served in this position
until she was named state home
demonstration agent leader on
April 1. 1926. She has served as
leader of home demonstration
agents in Maine since that time.
Numerous important assign
ments have come Miss Nason’s
way. She served for four years
as a member of the national Exten
sion Organization and Policy com
mittee; was an official delegate
from the United States to the
Eighth International Home Eco
nomies Congress in Scotland in
1953; was state chairman of the
American Home Department of the
Mr.io.e Federation of Women’s
Clubs for two years; was co-author
of an Extension Service bulletin on

CLOTHING SESSION OF PROBLEMS

MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY

IN CHOOSING STYLES, MATERIALS

Miss Amy Cook of Tenants Har- j in Camden, will discuss yard goods
The following article deals with Hall, for the sum of $600.
bor and Miss Elaine Hoffses of and sewing materials at the after-'
the origin and history of one of
“Other than knowing the found
the area’s oldest commercial ers of the company, nothing is '
Camden, will discuss the problems : noon session which begins at 1
o’clock. Worth Kaufman of Greg- !
establishments, the Union Farm known about it until 1892. as the ;
teen-age girls have in selecting ory’s in Rockland will speak on
ers Mutual Fire Insurance Com original book has been lost. In '
clothing styles and materials at an the subject of boys’ clothing. Mrs.
By Henry Teague
pany. The annual meeting nf the 1822. we learn there are five di
predict where we will be in an
a: ea meeting of Knox-Lincoln Ex Emma Carr of Newberrly’s store j The weeks and months of ex other 10, or even five, years.
organization recently marked its rectors. who elected the secretarytension women, Tuesday at the will have girls’ ready to wear , tremely low market prices in the
Prices that do not give a fair
101st year, the Arm having been treasurer. This was changed in
Farnsworth Museum in Rockland. clothing for her panel topic. Home-1 poultry industry are bringing profit are bound to thin out the
chartered on March 12. 1856. The 1922 to seven to nine directors or
Elaine is a member of the Pine makers appearing on the panel more and more financial pressure poultry ranks.
Some are going
by-laws of the company were trustees to be in accordance with
4-H Club of Camden for eight will be Mrs. Ruth Goodridge of on all concerned. None are ex to give up voluntarily and some
adopted in April of 1857 and the a new state law.
years and Amy Cook a member of Camden
and
Mrs. Margaret cluded, no matter what the size are going to be forced out. A
business of insuring farm prop
“The trustees in 1892 were:
Abnakis 4-H Club of Tenants Har Knowlton of Owls Head, who will of the enterprise. This goes all few months of good prices are
erty in Union started.
Charles Gleason, who served as
bor.
discuss problems of buying cloth the way from the man who wants not going to be enough to repair
Mrs. Charles H. Howe. Jr., of president for 24 years that w •
Elaine will tell what her cloth ing for children from two years to raise a thousand pullets and the damage done in 1956 and now
Union delved into the* records of know of; O. H. Butler served as
ing program consists of, what de old to teen-age.
needs a couple thousand dollars to continuing into 1957. It is going
the company prior to the annual secretary-treasurer from 1888 to
cides the clothes she will make and
Exhibits are being arranged by bring the birds to laying age to to take not only an extended
meeting and presented the fol 1917, 29 years.
who helps with her pattern and local stores, and will be on dis-'
the dressing plants which i^eed period of fair prices, but a clear
lowing article at that time.
cloth selections. She will model play throughout the day in one of i
Miss Estelle Nason
“E. H. Burkett served on the
hundreds of thousands of dollars ing of the outlook ahead.
the following clothes that she has the rooms at the Farnsworth Mu- ■
The names are much the same board for 50 years, 20 of them as
each month to finance contract
The big question 7s whether or
“Effectiveness of Extension Meth made, school outfit, party outfit, seum.
as those one will And in Un.on president.
C. C. Dagett served
flocks as well as the dressing and not the industry has the ability
ods in Teach ng Home Eco and a suit.
Following the panel discussion
today. Some families still work for 14 years. H. A. Hawes served
marketing operations.
to right itself without widespread
nomics;” and served two years as
Amy will give a talk on her there will be a brief question and i
the same farms named in the list three different times, for several
Rumors and predictions of disaster. Some way must be found
president of the Maine State Home clothing program, what determines answer period.
of founders of the company.
years at a time.
financial breakers ahead are rife to even out the supply to balance
Economics Association.
the clothes she will buy, how much
A style show will complete the
“Royal Grinell, served for 15
Mrs. Howe's talk follows:
as time rolls on, yet there are with the demand. Until this is
Miss Nason has been honored by to pay for them and who helps se program. Clothing will be modt. ,
, , .
,
comparatively few authentic re- done the chaotic condition must
•‘The 100th anniversary of the years to his death in 1907. when
receiving the superior service lect her outfit. She will model a •'led by four pre-school children, ;
.
. ..
. ,
ports of curtailment of operations. continue. No one has found a way
Union Farmers Mutual Fire In his son. H. L. Grinnell, was ap
award of the United States Depart school dress, a party dress, sports followed by the two teen-age girls. '
pointed,
and
he
served
for
35
There
are
quite
a number of to circumvent this law as yet and
surance Company is being cele
ment of Agriculture from Secre outfit, a summer suit, and coat Misse Cook and Miss Hoffses. with i
empty
broiler
houses
here and certainly the poultry industry is
brated this year. Founded in years, 24 of them as secretarytary Ezra T. Benson at ceremo with contrasting hat.
each of them showing clothes suit-1
there and some have given up the no exception.
1857, this company was started by treasurer. Some of these men ac
nies in Washington, D. C.. in 1956.
Mrs. Charlotte Smith, extension able fdr several different occa
hen business. Some hatcheries
So far there does not seem to
11 men, many of them second tually served longer, but due to
She was also given a certificate of clothing specialist at the morning sions.
report
fewer
pullet
orders
than
be
any concerted effort in the
generations of the original fath the loss of books, the actual length
recognition for outstanding Exten session wi’l give suggestions on ob
Mrs. Esther Gross of Waldoboro. '
ers of the town.
The company of time is unknown.
sion work by Epsilon Sigma Phi. taining good buys in children’s Knox Lincoln County clothing lead- i usual and there are some less right direction. The problem is
still very much in the talking
“There were many others who
was formed to insure the farmers,
national honorary Extension fra clothing and what to look for when er will be mistress of ceremonies ’ broilers.
Everyone feels that some sort of stage. There is a lot of whistling
and real estate owners of Union, served on the board from time to
ternity.
buying.
at the meeting. All interested per
break is coming, but no one is in the dark but very little real
and since 1856 has continued to time, some we do not know of.
Douglas Kelley of Achorn’s Store sons are invited to attend.
willing to predict a real bust and action.
others
who
served
from
one
to
15
serve the town. many of its di
It looks from here as though
boom such as occurred in 1954
rectors are well known and ac years. »C. T. Burgess served for
her entomology as “live study.”
broilers and in reverse in 1953-54 Maine’s broiler industry is not
31 years, and Alee Fuller was 19 THE GRANGE CORNER
tive men.
Fay MacDonald and Alice Keller
going to come through this crisis
in hens.
“Of interest are the 11 founders. years a trustee, and five years
will give demonstrations at the
How badly
Both branches of the industry without being hurt.
These men were: George Cum president.
meeting on Feb. 12; Gail Plummer
•will
depend
on
how
much
longer
are
too
large
and
too
spread
out
Meenahga
Grange
died
last
week.
“The present trustees are:
mings, age 57, at the company’s
will make Valentine cookies; Polly
for an orderly retreat.
In the this price situation exists and
The first and second degrees
By Esther Gross
founding, whose grandfather. President. Herbert Hawes; secre
Boynton and Donna Banks are on
broiler division it looks from the how cheaply broilers are now
Dornan.
Deputy Edward Lincoln and were worked on one candidate.
Richard Cummings, built the first tary-treasurer, James
the entertainment committee dur
outside as though it may be a being raised in the south.
The
Youth
Committee
will
fur

house in town, and the first clay Directors: L. E. Davis, who has Juvenile Deputy Baibara Lincoln
ing vacation week the girls will
The table egg industry has
question of who has the strongest
nish
the
program
at
next
Mon

served
for
30
years,
J.
R.
Dan

of
Damariscotta
Mills
made
an
prepare a square meal for health.
oven out of doors. Cummings was
muddled
through many a crisis
financial
position.
There
has
been
day
night
’
s
meeting
at
8
o'clock.
a justice of the peace in 1839. He forth, W. B. Wentworth, R. L. official visit at the Monday night
Union
4-H
Club
Doings
a little market encouragement. and except for some shrinkage
meeting,
giving
instruction
in
Williams,
and
P.
C.
Oakes,
who
Medomak Valley Grange
lived where the Mitchell place is
Anita Carroll, secretary of the but it has not lasted long enough i will come through the present
ritualistic work and information
has served for 27 years.
now.
Raymond Danforth of Seven
By Loan a Shi hies—4-H
Sunny Bake 4-H club writes, “After to be called a real market up one. There are some dangers
“
Some
of
the
interesting
facts
regarding
the
campaign
for
EduTree
Grange,
assisted
by
Brother
“Robert McGuire, 59. came
(Tub Agent
the meeting we made angel cake turn.
such as contract layers and inte
and Sister Young and Sister Jones
.from Waldoboro, married Caroline about the company range from cational TV in Maine.
for the P.T.A. food sale. Cheryl,
From the south come rumors grated operations, but the market
A program, consisting of read of Pioneer Grange and Sisters
Maxey, and lived in South Union where notice of annual meetings
Anita, and Mary sifted the dry in that at last they are solving the ing problems is very different
Camden
where Clarence Riplej’ nc».v lives. were posted to the dispersement ings. a quiz, roll call and group Doris Miller and Danforth of
gredients, and added flavoring. broiler problem and for the first from that of broilers. Eggs are
Anne
Sullivan,
secretary
of
the
“Jonathan Eastman married in of funds. In 1892 the secretary singing was presented by Lec . Union recently installed officers of
The gills took turns cracking and time are giving Maine a run for not as perishable as broilers and
Seaside 4-H Club reports that the
Medomak Valley.
to the Reuben Hills family, and notified and ‘Warned’ members turer Minnie Vannah.
separating the eggs. We took quality and cost per pound. This independent egg producers do not
Next Monday night, the meeting
Taking office for the year ahead sewing girls worked on their turns cracking and separating the
lived on the Vernon Ripley farm. and posted four copies of th*'
has an especially sinister sound have individual markets which
blouses while the cooking girls
eggs. We took turns stirring and 1 at this time of struggle. It can they must supply at all times.
He built a brick house here, the notices at the Post Office, at the will be preceded by a supper at were: Master, Lorenzo Linscott;
made
cinnamon
apples
and
Wal

6.30.
There
will
be
a
Valentin*'
overseer, Gladys Linscott; lec
folding the angel cake. Zoa put | mean some drastic changes in
only one in town. It has since store of N. D. Robbins, the store
When the table egg problems
dorf salad.
the batter in the angel cake pan. ; the broiler contract setup.
been torn down. He was the of James Fossett, all on the Com program during the Lecturer’s turer, Joann Maddocks; steward,
To are serious enough, they do not
The
girls
held
a
skating
party
Hour.
1 Ariel Linscott; assistant steward,
We cleaned up after cooking.”
oldest founder, being 70 years old mon. and at Henry Simmons’
compete on a cost basis, it may look as tight to me as the prob
The Busy Bodies held their regu Elmer Turner; chaplain, Flora at the Camden Snow Bowl. After
The next meeting is on Feb. 18 be necessary to throw out the lems of the broiler industry. As
blacksmith shop in North Union.
at its adoption.
skating
for
two
hours
the
club
lar
all
day
meeting
and
luncheon
Turner.
at the home of the leader. Mrs. penny a week basis and go on an for hatching egg producers, they
“Spencer Moro. 61 who’s moth-, “As the bank did not com** into
on Wednesday.
Secretary. Ruby Hannan, treas went to Mary Connell’s home for Mary Helen Hardi at 2.30 p. m.
er was Susan Rol bins, daughter ; town until 1929, who should hold
incentive system. This may not are in the best position of all.
refreshments.
Attending
were:
urer, Margaret Millay; Cere3.
Weymouth Grange
of Philip Robbins, founding father a11 af the company’s money was
bother the top broiler raisers but
Jefferson
Linda
Barker,
Janice
Brown,
Dorothy Roy; Pomona, Edwina
By I^awrenee O’Dell
of Union.
Alice Williams is his quite a problem. At times there
Martha Hunt, secretary of 4-H it can be mighty serious for those
Brenda Chapin. Mary Connell.
The Charter *.vas draped Mon Turner; Flora, Nettie Grinnell; Diana Cotta, Jessie Heal, Sharon Highlanders says, “For subject on the lower side. Then will Forage Crops
great granddaughter. At the time I was too much for one man to hold
lady
assistant
steward.
Chloe
Roy.
of the company’s adoption. Mero all of it, incase of fire or theft. day for Sister Effie Pryor who
matter we discussed dental health come the problem of finding
Meeting In
Sisters Gladys Linscott. Edwina Leach, Amber Mitchell, Karen
and how to take care of our teeth” enough top grade raisers to keep
lived on Clarry Hill, on the Leon So it was decided to disperse the
Smith.
Anne
Sullivan
Jean
Turner
and
Brother
Elmer
Turner
money by notes to the various tion and Odd Fellows are older.
Ross place.
Martha gave a demonstration on he plants in full operation.
Thomas and Shirley Whittier.
Jefferson the 14th
were not able to be present. They .
As table egg raisers have be
“M. I. Martin, 51. went by his trustees. The only difficulty came The company holds about 130 poliFor a community project the Vitamin A Foods and the club had
will
be
installed
at
a
later
date.
•
The annual county wide forage
middle name of Isley. His full when a fire occurred, each trustee | cies now on farms and homes,
club sold “Apples for Polio” on Jellied carrot salad with milk and come more and more discouraged
Sister Gladys Linscott, who has
by long continued low prices, an crops program will be held at the
name was Matthias Isley Martin. had to be contacted to pay up his ' mostly in Union. They have payed
Saturday, Feb. 2 from 10 a. m. to cookies for refreshments.
been Seriously ill, is somewhat
4-H Hill Toppers of Jefferson amazing thing has happened. The Willow Grange in Jefferson vil
He was a tewn assessor in 1839. note before the policy could be j on innumerable fires, causing
2 p. m.. netting $23.16. Salesmen
improved.
Herb Grinnell was his grandson, payed. When H. L Grinnell took total distruction or only piinor
were:
Linda Barker, Janicf finished the stocking dolls for the Nichols Farms have come into lage Thursday, Feb. 14. at 10.15
The Grange is giving Sister
Biown. Debbie Buck, Brenda Hyde Memorial Home, so writes Maine and apparently have de a. m.
He lived near Spencer Mero on °ver treasurership in 1917, this damage.
Linscott a dime post card shower.
cided to make Maine one of their |
“It is also of interest that this
Clarry Hill.
method was discontinued.
Chapin, Mary Connell, Sharon secretary, Rachael Hixon.
The program will consist, of
Just place a dime with your card
The next meeting is Feb. 14 after principal areas of operation. Due
Leach,
Anne
Sullivan.
Jean
“George Littlehale. who at 41.
“Another difficulty for
the company had its Kill of Incor
"An Inside Look at Knox-Lincoln
and send to Sister Linscott.
school
at
t.he
home
of
the
leader,
‘o the present broiler setup Nich Soils" by County Agent Gil
Thomas and Shirley Whittier.
was the youngest member of th,* trustees was when a fire did hap poration read at three several
Pleasant Valley Grange
Mrs. Elinor Hixon.
ols and several of the other large
founding fathers of the company. P°n trying to decide if the ‘Moor. readings in the House of Repre
Appleton
Jaeger; "Lime Sure Does Pay”,
A “Beans for Polio” supper will
raisers of the nation sell hardly
He lived'in East Union, on the had shown on the Policy’ or not sentatives, and at two several
Lois Goldschmidt, secretary of
Union
by Paul Mosher, Extension crops
Yet
Raymond Bird place.
This is a difficulty for the modern readings in the Senate, and was precede the regular meeting of Appleton Boosters, says, “The old
Carleton Ingerson of the Coggans a broiler chick in Maine.
specialist; and “A New Look At
Pleasant
Valley
Grange
at
the
Nichols
is
certainly
one
of
the
enacted on March 8, 1856, then on
er girls are working on their Hill Boys’ 4- H club is to plan the
“Moses Luce, 42. built the house ' insurance companies too.
Forage Fertilization" by Cecil
GAR
Hall
Tuesday
evening,
Feb.
blouses while the younger girls are refreshments for the n» xt meeting. largest breeders of broiler stock | Brown, Experiment Station agro
where Leslie and Emma Jones ' OThe company is one of th. March 12. 1856, it was approved
12.
Due to the fact j
He is going to use the new foods in the world.
making ffTnged luncheon sets.”
ran the first sanitarium. until it oldest chartered organizations in by Samuel Wells, Governor. The
nomist.
Members of the Grange are re
that Maine’s broiler raising busi- I
The next meeting wi’l b< Satur book “Let’s Have a Picnic.”
burned. Frank Burgess built his the town sti,l in effect. Only the by-laws were adopted in April
All livestock growers are wel
minded to take wrapped gifts for day when the girls will be cook
Philip Doughty, secretary, says, ness is closely controlled and sev- j comed to attend this worthwhile
home here. Luce is Mrs. Eliza Masonic Dodge, Library Associa-1 1857, 100 years ago.”
the social hour. A feature of the ing and holding a judging contest. “Our next meeting is Feb. 11 at eral hatcheries are tied into the
beth Hilt’s grandfather.
meeting.
literary program will b« colored
h
______________
the home of our leader, John operation, practically all broiler i
South Jefferson
“William G. Hawes was the
slides shown by On tt Robinson,
chicks raised in Maine are hatch
Joyce MacDonald gave a talk Burns at 2.45.”
eighth member. He was 46. His
also the birthday of Abraham Lin and demonstration on her ento
ed in this state.
Investment In
grandfather was Moses Hawes,
Jefferson
So it may come about that
coln will be observed.
mology project at the meeting last
who first settled the land where
“ How to plane wood correctly”
Maine which has been an impor-' Farms Rising
Ocan View Grange
Wednesday of Happy Harvesters.
was the demonstration given by
Herbert Hawes now lives. This
Ocean
View
Grange
met
Monday
“The Honey Bee” was the topic Philip Hansen and Robert Ames tant broiler and table egg state ' The total investment per agricul
land has been in the Hawes fami
evening
with
Master
George
Fay
Joyce
used, which she wrote re at the meeting last week of the may now become one of tho most ' tural worker in the United Stated
ly since. There has been a Hawes
important hatching egg states. At
and 25 members attending.
cently
for English at Lincoln Jefferson Eagles.
in 1956 was $15,600 as compared
on the trusteeship of the company
bv Eleanor
Carter
the same time there are certainly to $3,431 in 1940. Measured in
Overseer Frances Murray re Academy.
For
recreation.
Roger
Wilson
almost every year since its found
indications
that
Maine
may
de

ported on the party proceeds
Joyce plans to have a hive of conducted basketball.
dollars of constant value it in
ing, and William Hawes, great
cline in importance both in broil creased from $7,382 to $12,759.
Have fun with your refrigera- | pcarancc which will disappear which were contributed to the bees next summer and use them in
North
Nobleboro
grandson, Herbert, is now the
ers and in table eggs.
•or!
Until you make your own , during freezing. Return to tray Polio drive.
Investment in machinery jumped
Brenda Bi own, secretary of the
president of the company.
One important thing could 360 per cent during this same
Virginia Fay, chairman of the days come in January and Febru- J
ice cream and frozen salads, you and complete freezing. Delicious,
Kiddie
Kookers
reports
that
the
“Charles Fogler, 47. built or nave not made full use of your j served with fresh strawberries,
check the development of this period when measured in dollars of
Home and Community Welfare ary, coffee and doughnuts were !
girls made cookies, cocoa, worked situation.
owned many of the houses in
profitable egg and
served at the end of the evening.
program
gave
an
interesting
ac

efrigerator.
Fresh Strawberry Or Raspberry
on scrapbooks and did some sew broiler prices — not temporarily constant value. While this in
Union. At the time of the com
For the next meeting Feb. 13. a
count of the four members who,
C ream
Procedures For Freezing
ing at their ninth meeting with the but enough of the time to keep crease in investment in machinery
pany’s adoption he resided where
with her, attended Pomona held at little play will be presented, in
was taking place, investment
leader. Mrs. Thelma Brown.
1. Set control at coldest point 1 pint fresh berries
Florence Williams now lives in
the two industries on a stable in livestock and feed was in
East Union and the instruction re connection with a surprise feature
cup
granulated
sugar
Next
meeting
will
be
Feb.
16,
at
South Union. He married Martha until mixture is frozen to thi
basis.
ceived.
and some Valentine observances.
creasing only 170 per cent, and in
1.30 p. m. at Mrs. Brown’s.
Carroll, a daughter of the original depth of one inch around edges uf ’s teaspoon salt
The rapidly changuig patterns vestment in real estate was in
District Deputy Allen Young will The Home and Community Wel'•2
pint
whipping
cream
tray
I
about
30
minutes
I.
David Carroll. He is a great
in the poultry industry seem creasing 160 per cent.
j fare committee asks members to
be a guest on F« b. 11.
bound to continue for a long time
grandfather to Alice Williams.
2. Remove all of the mixture 1 tablespoon lemon juice
j bring inexpensive prizes to a little i
Mfguntlcook
Grange
Place berries with sugar in
party after the circle supper; the i -riendship
to come and no one would care to Suhseribe to The Courier-Gazette.
“Milton Daniels. 54. lived at to bowl and beat with electric
Following
the
usual
circle
supper
saucepan. Crush and cook abou»
HELEN FALKS
object is lo raise money to pay (
this time in the Ernest Davis mixer until thick and fluffy.
3 minutes, or until sugar is dis and business discussions of the
Correspondent
dues
for
members
in
the
service.
•
(Use
wire
potato
masher
if
you
place in East Union. He also ran
Tel Temple 1-99.M
UNCLAIMED SHARES OF ESTATES
solved. Force through fine sieve Grange the program was turned
On Saturday, Feb. 9 Limerock !
the first general store, where do not have a mixer.I
(fine meshed gravy strainer may over to the lecturer, Lucia Hop Valley Pomona meets at Owls •
I. Blaine P. Merrill, Treasurer of the County of Knox, hereby publish
Roland Payson now has his store.
The opening song was
3. Return to tray and leave at be used).
Next Sunday morning the pastor i a list of all persons entitled to unclaimed shares of estates that have
Cool and add lemon kins,
Head; there will be a candy sale Qf t[l(, Advent Christian Church] been paid or transferred to me as said Treasurer under Chapter 143,
“Ebenezer Cobb, the last of the coldest point until completely frojuice. Fold berry juice and pulp “Tenting Tonight on the Old Camp and members ale asked to con- wjjj
11, was 63 at this time. He ran ! zen (about 30 minutest.
Ground.” with Mrs. Theresa John
begin preaching Expository Section 24, of the Revised Statutes, 1944, State ol Maine.
into cream, which ha.s been sight
an inn in the house now owned by
4. Reset control to normal or ly whipped and to which the salt son as pianist for the evening. The tribute.
sermons from the Book of Philip- For
Amount From
Date
Aeorn Grange
Clarence Leonard on the Common. enough colder to hold at serving has been added. Place in freez lecturer’s march was won by Mary
pians. Worshippers are requested Butterworth, Eleanor M
$ 24.51 Sarah H. Pascal Est. July 25, 1944
By Katheryn Maloney
bl.ing thpir Bibles at
10 30 Crabtree, Cora B., Heirs
McDonough.
28.87 Cora B. Crabtree, Est., Mar. 20, 1945
The ledge behind this house is point.
ing tray and freeze in electric re
5 42 Mae Cushman, Est.,
Mar. 20, 1946
The meeting of Wednesday eve- sriVjccs. Stillman Havener heads Lymond, Francis
In line with the theme of the
5. Mousses and parfaits may frigerator. stirring once.
also named for him. Cobb built
Hupper, Oren P., Heirs
13.10 Orren P. Hupper Est., Dec. 31, 1938
ning
drew
27
members
and
four
lhp
Sunday
Sch()O
,
for
adulta
and
year.
“
Bells,
”
the
song.
“
Caril

the Town House, now the Legion be frozen without beating.
1.45 Geo. A. Hendricks Est. Sept. 24. 1935
Weed, Ellen
Florida Milk Sherbert
lon, written by Marsters York, son visitors, two from Wessawcskeag, j children at i2 m. “Then Jesus Grigor, Michael or
l,i ni(in Ice Cream
1 pint milk
of Lottie York state lecturer, was one from Owls Head and one Came" will be the theme for the
Miall Stafan
15.89 George Stevens Est.,
June 20, 1950
< "
2 eggs — beat well
1 cup sugar
5.12 Arthur Edward Gay Est., Dec. 2,1953
sung, first as a solo by Geraldine from Pleasant Valley.
<»
: next five Sunday evenings. The Gay, Mary Elizabeth
Add gradually:
Newport
Juice 2 large oranges
I»
Daw followed by group singing by
Acorn Grange sent $43 to the gospel song by the same title will Barter, Addie or Two
Unknown Sons of
4 cup granulated sugar
( I
Juice 1 lemon
all members.
Polio Fund as proceeds from
be used at each service as an in
Tilden Barter
Poultry Co.
2342.23 Harry T. Small Est April 30, 1954
I>
4 cup white Karo
Heat milk and sugar to dissolve
Fred Crockett gave a talk on the dance on January 26.
strumental or vocal number. This Kakkuri, Urho
42.48 Jack Havisto Est.
Nov. 16, 1954
I>
1 cup milk
sugar. Cool and pour into refrig origin of the hole in the doughnut
The program was presented by Sunday night topic, “Then Jesus Kakkuri, J.iqkko
42.48 Jack Havisto Est.
Nov. 16, 1954
WANTS UVE POULTRY
<I
1 cup cream
94.72 Anna A. Mathews Est. Aug. 23, 1955
erator tray.
Freeze at coldest and outlined plans to hold a Sister Worcester, lecturer of Wes- Came Healing." Tuesday, 7 p. m. Simmons, Mrs. Anna
I>
Davis, Sumner
91.72 Anna A. Mathews Est. Aug. 23. 1955
Juice 1 lemon (’,* cup)
Top Market Prices Paid
point until hardened around edge doughnut festival on Aug. 17, with sa-veskcag Grange.
Prayer and testimony meeting. Hall, Mrs. George
I>
94.72 Anna A. Mathews Est. Aug. 23. 1955
Dash salt
of
tray.
Remove
to
bowl
and
beat
many
notables
already
signifying
At
the
next
meeting,
February
Thursday
after
school
meeting
un
For Fowl
I>
Arnold, Frank
94.72 Anna A. Mathews Est. Aug. 23, 1955
5
teaspoon
grated
lemon
rind
!
mushv.
intentions
of
attending.
20.
each
member
is
to
until
mushy.
Add
orange
and
intentions
of
attending.
20.
each
member
is
to
bring
a
der
the
direction
of
Mrs.
Lucille
Arnold, Everett
94.72 Anna A. Mathews Est. Aug. 23, 1955
I »
94.72 Anna A. Mathews Est. Aug. 23, 1955
Beat all together. Freeze until lemon juice. Return to tray and
A quotation was given by Rose Valentine for the Valentine box. Lash; 7 o’clock, youth meeting led Ames, W. L.,
I » * DICK BENNER, Buyer
BO. MAINE
♦ firm. Remove to bowl and whip finish freezing . It may be beaten
County of Knox
I>
WALDOBORO,
LeBlanc and remarks made by J, Sister Alice Simmons and Sister by Lawrence Wotton; 8 o’clock
iple 2-5801
♦
BLAINE P. MERRILL,
O
TeL TEmple
until light and creamy. Mixture once more during freezing if de- j Herbert Gould.
| Nellie Orff will be on the refresh- teacher training class with Mrs. ' Rockland, Maine
County Treasurer.
57-S-tfO
' Honoring members whose birth- mpnt committee.
may havo slightly curdled ap- sired.
Pearl Pender as instructor
I December 31. 1956
1M«-21
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ATJE you PU22VEV TOO ?
Here is a young lady who's puzzled. She has all the pieces at her
fingertips but how to make them fit into the finished pattern—that’s
her problem.
And it’s your problem, too! Life is full of odd pieces which just
don’t seem to fit into any kind of sensible pattern. There are the odd
pieces of sorrow and joy, of suffering and health, of doubt and faith,
of evil and good, of death and life, and it sometimes seems as if we
never could make them fit into a pattern which makes sense.
And yet there is a pattern for your life—and every life. God knows
the pattern and wants to help you find it.
The key to the puzzle of life is a Cross. And the Church, with its
message of the Cross of Christ, can help make the odd pieces in the
puzzle of your life fall into the finished pattern: a life of confidence
and courage and serenity.

t

THE CHURCH FOR ALL . . .
ALL FOR THE CHURCH
The Church is the greatest lactor on earth lor the building ol
character and good citizenship it
is a storehouse of spiritual values.
Without a strong Church neither
democracy ncr civilization can
survive
There are lour sound
reasons why every person should
attend services regularly ana sup
port the Church
They are (1)
For his own sake
(2) For his
children s sake (3) For the sake
of his community and nation
(4J
For the.sake ol the Church itself,
wh'ch needs h.s moral and ma
terial support
Pian to go to
church regularly and read your
Bible daily
Day
Book
Chapter Verses
Sunday
Deuteronomy 30 11-20
Monday
Deuteronomy 33 25-29
Job
T uesday
Wednesday Isaiah
35
Acts
Thursday
17
Galatians
Friday
Saturday
Hebrews
12
1-15

CopTf..-'ii 1937. Keister Adv. Swift, Siratburg, Va

Sponsored by

COFFIN'S CLOTHING

HOCKING GRANITE INDUSTRIES, INC.

Men's and Boys’

GRANITE MANTELS FOR FIREPLACES
( lark Island

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Member of Federal Reserve System
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

MCDONALD'S
THOMASTON

TEL. 3

G. H. ASTON & SONS
410-412 MAIN STREET
Visit Our Luncheonette

PARK ST. MOTORS, INC.
MAINE

LINCOLN E. McRAE
INI ESTMENTS

ALBERT B. ELLIOT
INSURANCE - REAL ESTATE
Thomaston, Maine

LLOYD'S REXALL DRUGS

Studebaker, Packard and Willys
Sales and Service

BOB'S RESTAURANT
19 PARK STREET------ 72 MAIN STREET
Family Style Dinners Served Daily

WALTER MORSE
“FLOWERS"

BOYINGTON'S SUNOCO
CAMDEN STREET

Prescription Specialists
428 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

CARR'S WALLPAPER AND PAINT CENTER
J. J. NEWBERRY CO.
ROCKLAND'S (OMI'LETE FAMILY STORE

Authorized Distributor of Dutch Boy Paints
686 MAIN ST. TEL. 25-VV BOCKLAND

ROCKLAND ESSO STATION

BRACKETT'S DRUG STORE

U-HAUL TRAILERS FOR RENT
Telephone 8IMI4
John Curry, Prop.

THOMASTON - MAINE

“7--------------------------------------------

CROCKETT'S FLYING "A" SERVICE

THE THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK

USED CARS AND GENERAL REPAIRING

Member of Federal Reserve System
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

MARITIME OiL COMPANY

McCARTY'S DRUG STORE
YOUR FAMILY DRUG STORE

SUPERIOR GAS & OIL CO., INC.
ESSO PRODUCTS

STARR BROS., INC.
RICHARDSON'S

NEWBERT'S RESTAURANT

SENTER - CRANE S
A

QUALITY DEPARTMENT STORE
Rockland, Maine

W. C. LADD AND SONS
INSURANCE
Rockland, Maine

Clothing and Shoes
THOMASTON

RICHARDS' RADIO - T. V.
Sales and Service — Home Appliances
THOMASTON

BICKNELL MANUFACTURING CO.
REED'S WOOD SHOP
Come In and Look Around
ROUTE 1
SOUTH WARREN

LAMB'S DRY CLEANERS
SERVICE AS YOU WANT IT

STANLEY'S GARAGE
HUDSON — RAMBLER
Sales and Service

ROCKLAND GRAIN CO.
46 Park Street

Telephone 800

WIRTIIMORK FEEDS

A. C. McLOON & CO.
Distributor Shell Gasoline, Range, Fuel Oils
I tility-Gas and Appliances

FROST & WILKINS, INC.

BOSTON-ROCKLAND TRANSPORTATION CO.

RANGE AND FUEL OIL

Serving Nova Scotia, Boston, Belfast, Ellsworth
Yarmouth, Halifax, N. S.

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSN.
Serving Knox Connty in Thrift and
Home Ownership Since 1888

ROBERT C. BURNS
Concrete Vaolts and Septic Tanka
483 Old County Rd.
Phone 14S9
Rockland

St. John the Baptist Episcopal
Church. Thomaston: Holy Communion every Sunday at 8 a. m.,
preceded by morning prayer at
7 40 a. m. Sunday School every
Sunday at 10 30 a. m. except first
- .
...
.. . ,,
Sunday of the month. Morning
Prayer and Famiiy Service first
Sunday of each month for parents,
children. A warm invitation is
extended to everyone to attend
fills service. Communion breakfast at 9 a. m. each Sunday at
Knox Hotel.

Realm

Whit.hill leading the program.
The Girl Scouts will hold their
By
meeting on Tuesday afternoon at
4.30. The Bible group will meet
GLADYS HEISTAD
on Tuesday night at 7..’O. Th?
pastor will lead in the study of I ... ,
.
.
...
We learn that Kathryn Foley,
Isaiah 18. 19. 20.
Baraea will 1
the gifted young pianist from
meet on Wednesday night with a
Winterport who so charmed audisupper at 6 o'clock and a proences in piano recitals at the
gram led by Roy Chatto.
The
Farnsworth Art Museum in past
junior choir will meet for re
summers, will be student artist at
h< arsal on Friday afternoon at
a graduation concert of piano
3.30. Anne Davis will lead. The
music to be held at Manhattenville
senior choir will rehearse Friday College of the Sacred Heart, Purevening at 7 o'clock, directed byJ chase N. y Qn ,eb , Misg

OF

~~~
ber how movingly Russell told this
’
in his story, and with what appreciation and joy he listened to
Schweitzer playing the organ in the
little church in Gunsbach not a
part of the film.
Schweitzer, now in his 80's, still
remains the very active head of
world-renowned community he
founded ln French

ever was one! Yet one felt a lot
of this brattishness was just blus
ter. to cover up an insecurity he
felt with people. We knew he was
ta'.entcd, otherwise he would not
have been in Rockport summers
studying with either Mme. Luboshutz or Efrem Zimbalist. I am not
sure now. He attended Curtis In
stitute of Music—he had to be good
to be accepted by that school—and
since graduation and his entry into
the musical world he has won
unanimous acclaim as a very gift
ed artist of great promise. In the
descriptive paragraph on the back
of the program it says:
"He has appeared with the
Robin Hood Dell Orchestra under
Dimitri Mitropouios, and with nu
merous other leading orchestras as
well as at Tanglewood. Mr. Gold*
.
<
stem
was winner of« av
the «
Merit
Award of the National Orchestral
Association and has playi-d as soioist with that orchestra at Carnegie Hall.” I recall that the reviews following this concert
praised him to the skies,

Foley will present the concert in Africa. When he was warded the ,
meeting will be sponsored by
the i partial fulfillment
,, ,,
. of, the
.. require- kt
. t n
. I
j
Nobel
Prize in 1962. he made this
Women’s Society at the home of
ments for her bachelor's degree statement:
Fern Horeyseck on Thursday,
which she will receive in June.
"You don't live in a world all
Feb. 14. Each worker will bring
She is studying with William your own. Your brothers are here,
her lunch and dishes. Coffee and
Harms at Manhattenville College, too. Ethics is nothing more than
tea will be furnished. All women She is the daughter of Mr. and reverence for life. Reverence for
of the parish are invited.
Mrs. F. Philip Foley of Winterport, life affords me my fundamental
. . .
a graduate of Winterport High principle of morality, namly, that
The South Thomaston Methodist
Those of us who treasure memo
School and the Northern Conserva- good consists in maintaining, aschurch will hold its worship serv- tory of Music where she studied sisting and enhancing life, and to ries of the wonderful exhibit of An
at 3 o clock. Rev. Meile with Mary Hayes Hayford. and destroy, to harm or hinder life is drew Wyeth’s work at the Farns
Conant will preach on the theme, studied consistently each summer evil. Affirmation of the world, worth Art Museum several sum
"Our Great Leader". All mem- with Mr. Harms at his Rockport that is to say affirmation of the mers ago have read with keen inbers of the parish are invited to studio.
will-to-live which appears in phe- | merest the article recently appearbe present.
nomenal form all around me, is
*n Time magazine., entitled:
St. Peter's Episcopal Church:
♦ ♦ ♦
It was in 1952 when we present- only possible for me in that I give Andrew Wyeth: Subjective Realist.
Order of Services: Parish Com
At the Holy’ Trinity Lutheran ed to you Russell Young’s story myself out for other life.”
The article begins: “At 39, Andrew
munion and Sermon. 9.30 a. m.; Chureh in Thomaston, W. T.
of his experience with the group
As you know, Schweitzer is a Wyeth can lav claim fo being the
Communion
Breakfast.
10.30; Ylonen. pastor: Confirmation
making the documentary film of philosopher, musician, doctor of most successful painter of his genChurch School. 11.00. Weekdays. class meeting on Sunday’ at 4
the
famous Albert Schweitzer in medicine, and missionary. In the eration." And it goes on to say
Mass. Tuesday, Thursday and Fri p. m.. Bible study at 6.30 p: m ,
Gunsbach. Alsace. It has taken category of musician, he is consid- that he is the youngest painter
day at 7.30 a m., Wednesday. and worship in Finnish at 7.30
the years between to complete this ered one of the world’s authorities ever to be inducted into the famous
3 a. m.
p. m.
film, a part of which was made in on Bach and his writings on Bach American Academy of Arts and
• • •
* * *
Lambarane, French Equatorial are considered almost “Bibles” Letters (he is now 39 years old),
Church School classes at Little
At the Church of the Nazarene,
field Church meet at 9 45 a. m. Maverick Square, the order of Africa, and after it was complet- with piano students and pianists and although due to his ailing
Sunday; morning worship will be the services for Sunday are: ed it was withheld from showing even today. Again let me recom- childhood his formal schooling
hardly went beyond the first grade,
at 11 a. m.. the sermon title “Who Sunday’ School at 9.45 a. m., due to Dr. Schweitzer's request mend to you George Seaver’s exhe holds as honorary doctor ol
that
it
not
be
shown
during
his
cellent
book
—
“
Albert
Schweitzer
Is My Neighbor?” Special recog Morning Worship hour at 11
lifetime. But he was finally won His Life and Work”—Seaver is an arts degree from Harvard. Incinition will be made of Scout Troop
o’clock, and the sermon to be over, and the film is now being English writer and this book pre entally a Wyeth tempera today—
243.
The adult choir and the
brought by the pastor is, “Un presented in some of the major sents the great man in a most un that is a full-scale tempera—
j chorub choir will bring special
occupied Territory”. The Y’oung cities—it has already been shown derstanding and comprehensive brings $8000 to $12,000 and his wa
music; carol choir will rehea^e at
Peoples meeting is at 6 p. m.. the in New York and Boston and has manner. The pictures excellent, tercolors. often dashed off In less
5.15; Junior B.Y.F. will meet at 6
evening service is at 7 o’clock, been highly acclaimed. The New especially those taken in Guns- than a half-hour, bring up to $2400.
p. m.; Senior B.Y.F. at 6 p. m. in
and the sermon will be, “Satan. York review spoke of it as a “dy- bach.
This seems so true of Wyeth's
the Fidelis Classroom; the church
We hope so much that the film work as it appealed to me and to
Missionary Committee will meet The Enemy Of God And Man”. namic, extraordinarily moving
countless others: "Wyeth has won
i at 6.45 p. m. in the Lend A Hand The week day meetings are: On story in which Albert Schweitzer may be shown here,
acclaim despite the fact that his
From Boston
• • •
J classroom; evening service at 7.15 Tuesday. 7.30 n. m., Missionary plays himself.”
painstaking realism, his romantic,
W.
C.
Esselstyn,
district
super
inElinor
Hughes
reports
in
the
BosA
recent
marriage
of
interest
to
continuing the series of messages
on the Faith Chapter of the tendent of the Africa mission field, ton Herald: “the film is a truly af- us due to Donald Merriam's posi- nostalgic overtones and meticulous
will speak and show slides. The fectionate, moving and revealing tion as a Master at Phillips Acad- brushwork flouts nearly every
Bible.
Troop 243 will meet Monday mid week prayer meeting is Wed- chronicle of an astonishing life. . . emy, Andover, Mass., is that of tenet of the paint-for-paint's-sake
Technically this film has flaws, Eva Anna Rubinstein, daughter of schools of abstraction and impres
evening at 6.30 p. m.; World Wide nesday at 7 o'clock.
due
to the circumstances under Artur Rubinstein, to the Rev. Wil- sionism in vogue at the present
Guild will meet at 7 p. m. Monday
’ * *
which
it was made, but its sim- liam Sloane Coffin. Jr., acting time. He paints what he knows
at the home of Miss Judy Davis at
Th“ fact that a11 thin*s are
best."
Camden street; prayer hour at 7 Poss-l,1° to
*.vill be empha- plicity and directness are unmis-i chaplain of Phillips Academy,
Currently an exhibition of his
• . .
p. m. Tuesday followed by choir s^zc^
Christian Science service takable, and the day in that make- '
A. charming letter comes from work is being shown at the Dela
rehearsal at 8 p. m.; Ladies’ Aid Sunday in the Lesson-Sermon en- shift, oddly cheerful cluster of
buildings that make up the hospital Mrs. Helen Emmons, formerly ware Art Center, sponsored by the
will meet at the home of Marga- titled “Spirit’ .
ret Gregory in Glen Cove on WedLuke’s account of Christ Jesus’ and living quarters at Lambarene I of Warren, now making her home Wilmington Society of the Fine
Arts . More than 50 of his works
nesday at 7 p. m.; the Fidelis healing of the “woman having an is something to cherish. Love and ' *n Topsfield. Mass., in which she
ate on display. Wyeth's winter
Class will meet at the home of issue of blood 12 years” (Luke 8) service to humanity and to the ani- ’ te,!s of hearing the famous Vienna
quarters are only eight miles from
mals,
speaks
from
every
foot
of
Philharmonic
Orchestra,
Carl
Mrs. Laurence Pease on Lisle will be included in readings from
Wilmington, in^a nine-room re
street at 7.30 p. m. on Wednesday: the King James Version of the the picture, as it does from Schuricht, conductor, which has
modeled schoolhouse at Chadds
won
such
enthusiastic
acclaim
in
Schweitzer
’
s
own
commentary,
the Len.-A-Hand Class invites the Bible.
Ford, Pa., so this in a way is a
its
first
American
tour.
Mrs.
Em

translated
into
English
and
spoken
members of the Adult Men's
Selections from “Science and
March.
‘Albert mons was particularly thrilled by triumphant homecoming since he
Classes to be present at a supper Health with Key to the Scriptures” by Frederic
Schweitzer
’
is
not
the
usual
sort of the playing of Bruckner’s Sym exhibited his first professional
and evening of social fellowship by Mary Baker Eddy will include
work there in one of the society's
phony No. 7 in E major.
to be held at the church Thursday the following (182-32-4): “The law film, but Albert Schweitzer is not
This orchestra, which boasts an annual shows when he was 15
the
usual
sort
of
a
person.
This
evening at 6.30. The Fidelis Class cf Christ, or Truth, makes all
years old.
members and their husbands will things possible to Spirit; but the picture speaks for him in terms age of 114 years, is considered one
• • •
of the four or five greatest orches
meet at the church at 7 p. m. on so-called laws of matter would that do him honor and do credit
From Mis. Leonora Waller
tras in Europe. In the review
to
the
enterprise
of
Erica
Ander

Saturday, to go bowling.
render Spirit of no avail, and de son and Jerome Hill, who photo from the Monitor which Mrs. Em comes several programs of Christ
mand obedience to materialistic graphed and produced it.”
mons sent me it says: “Herr mas services in New Jersey and
At Owls Head Baptist Church:
codes, thus departing from the
Erica Anderson, so we are told, Schuricht is a conductor who em New York churches. One from the
Morning worship, Sunday, 8.45
basis of one God. one lawmaker.” made six extended trips to Lani- ploys a minimum of means to gain Asbury Church. Crestwood, N. Y.,
p. m.; Church School. 10 p. m.;
The Golder. Text is from II j barene to work on t-he African a maximum of effect. One hardly covers Christmas Sunday and in
B.Y.F.. 6 p. ni. and prayer hour,
Corinthians (3:17): “Where the portion of the film, the first trip thinks to watch him. so sedate and the music was a prayer response—
Thursday, 7.30 p. m.
Spirit of the Lord is, there is lib beginning on March 10, 1951, and serene are his manners, yet his "Children's Christmas Prayer”
♦ » ♦
The Sunday morning worship erty.”
the most recent in the summer of music has such vitality that one is written by Mrs Waller's nephew
Sunday services at 10.30 a. m., 1956.
never tempted to stop listening.” Malcolm Austin and his wife Eve
service at the Pratt Memorial
• •
lyn. (This little prayer was sent
Sunday
School
at
10.30,
and
Wed

Methodist Church will be at 10 30.
In the Gunsbach section Schweit
Luboshutz and Nemenoff—Genia out on their Christmas cards and
The sermon theme will be “The nesday night services at 7.30.
zer at the organ is shown, playing
is a truly lovely Dit of musical
a Bach prelude. You will remem- and Pierre Luboshutz to us—
Great Scout”. Troop 202 will b«
writing, both music and words for
are
always
of
interest
to
us
—
par

Reorganized
Church
of
guests at the service. Anne Davis
Day Saints, Highland chase Street with Cubmaster T« d ticular interest since they are that matter. Mrs. Austin, minis
will play “Andante in G” by Lott
Street. Pastor George Woodward. Andrus. Thursday, the monthly summer residents of Rockport. ter of music at this church, and
| “But The Ixird Is Mindful Of H
her husband conceived the idea of
l Own”
by
Mendelssohn.
and services are as follows: Church Men’s Association supper will be And we learn from Musical
writing an original Christmas
’Praise Ye The Father’’ b\ School at 10 a. m., preaching at served at 6 30 by Herbert Ander- America in its “In the News 20
carol and mailing it as their annual
years
ago
”
department
that
in
the
Gounod.
The choir will present|
a- Tn-* and
7 p. m. the speak- gOn with a pork chop m< nil, and
Christmas card. Mr. Austin took
the anthem. “Praise Yc Th. ' er wil1
Elder Newman Wilson. President Harold Look, Jr., will summer of 1936 they formed a twoon the job of writing the words
piano
team
and
were
due
to
make
Lord” bj’ Rogers, and C. Eugene ! “Patriarch” of Maine District, at preside for business, with Lawtheir first coast-to-coast tour in while Mrs. Austin tackled the mu
DeGroffwill sing “O Lord Most J both services. Prayer service at rence Haynes the speaker, illusthe 1936 37 season. Also 1956 found sical part of the project. TwentyHoly” by Franck.
The Church 7 P m- Wednesday evening.
trating his story of the South
them celebrating the 25th year of five years and 26 carols later, Ute
School will hold its weekly session
Pacific with colored slides. Sat
At the Congregational Church, urday, eight members of the Ex their marriage and the 20th anni team of Austin and Austin does not
at 11 o’clock. A class is provided
Rev.
Charles R. Monteith, pastor: plorer Crew’ of Troop 206 will versary of their New York debut claim originality for ftie carol
for all age groups.
The Youth
greeting idea, for others have sent
Scout
Sunday will be observed, journey to Colby College for a as a piano team.
Fellowship will mfet at 5 o’clock
The duo-pianists recently ap- the same type of card, but the
for worship, business and pro with G. Cecil Goddard of Water Vocational Exploration e v e n t
| peared in recital at Symphony Austins do claim a consistent rec
gram. Eunice Winslow will con ville, President of Pine Tree sponsored jointly by Colby Col
Hall and as always received excel ord of having written an original
duct the devotions, and Caroline Council, Boy Scouts of American, lege and the U. S. Air Force.
lent reviews. In the Boston Herald verse and tune each Christmas
as
the
speaker.
He
will
speak
on
•
•
•
Chatto will preside for the pro
Review it said in part: “The hand since 1931. and they are probably
gram.
“Lighted Lamj»s” is the “Onward . . . For God And My
At the First Baptist Chureh the ‘
Country”. Boy Scouts, Explorers church school will meet at 9.30' some, courtly couple, long credit the only ones to compose both the
title of a part of the program.
ed as the best in the business, words and/music for their carols.)
The Boy Scouts meet on Mon and Cub Scouts will attend in uni a. m. with classes for all from
Mrs. Waller attended Midnight
moved in graceful harmony from
day night at 7 o’clock with Harold form, and participate in the serv two years old through adults. In beginning to end of their varied Mass at St. James' Episcopal
ice. The Senior Choir will pre the morning worship service at
sent “Take My Hand. Dear Fath 10.45 the pastor. Rev. Edward T. program. Their individual preci Church in Atlantic City. She wrote
er”, and the Teeners will present Barram. will have as his sermon sion. their extraordinarily sensitive in the margin: "The Church looked
beautiful. My nephew, J. Eldridge
the offertory anthem, “Follow subject, “The Doctrine of the timing and their magic rapport
gave their interlocked pianos the Austin and his wife. Dorothy, sang
The Gleam’’.
Church." At 5.45 p. n, the Senior Kound o[ a si„Klc instrumeut.'
in the choir—he is a tenor." The
Church School classes will con Ambassadors will meet and the,
,
choir of this church before Mid
vene at 9 o'clock for four year Early Teen-agers with the theme
The February concerts of the night Mass presented a program of
olds through high school, and at of their meeting. "The Rooms in j Community Concct ta series are as
carols at the Hotel Dennis.
10.40 for two years olds through My Heart." At 6 45 will be the pre- I followks. as far as I am informed:
grade nine. Comrades of the service prayer meeting, and at 7 I Fcb. 25: Carol Smith, mezzo-soIt's almost time for the birds to
Way will meet at 6.30, with Mrs. the evening service will open with prano, Eangor, in the old Bangor migrate north and the baseball
Robert Linquist presenting slides a hymn-sing, with the broadcast Auditorium.
players to go south.
and talking of her trip in Europe beginning at 7.30. "The Exalta
Feb. 26: Nan Merriman, mezzothis past summer.
tion of Christ" will be the subject sopiano. in Portland, City Hall Au
Treat Your Home To
Appointments for the week in- of the pastor's message, and music ditorium.
Top Performance
• elude: Monday. Boy Scout Troop will be by the choir and a girls
Feb. 27: Philharmonic Piano
Sharp, clear TV Imayea; static
1 206 at 7. with Girl Scout Troops quartet.
Quartet, Rockland. Community
ON HOMK HKATINO...WtTH '
free radio reception . . . these | 7 and 15 at 3.
Tuesday, Girl
During the week the Colonist • Building Auditorium.
watching and listening pleasures
Scout
Troops
1
and
2
at
3.
FatherPioneer
Girls
will
meet
on
Monday
,
•
•
•
are yours when yon rely on ns
for prompt, efficient aervicef Son Scout and Explorer Box at 6.30; the Golden Hour of Prayer.
Lillian Whitmore has sent me a
and repairs.
Lunch Banquet at Waldoboro ' Praise, and Bible Study on Tues- program of the recital played at
High Gym, Shore Village Gals at day at 7.30; on Wednesday the Pil- j the Isabella Stewart Gardner MuRichards
7.30 at the church. Wednesday, grim Pioneer Girls at 3.30. the seum in Boston on Jan. 13, the artRadio - Television the "Teeners” meet for choir re Explorer Pioneer Girls at 6.30. the ist being Nathan Goldstein, violinhearsal at 6.30, and the Senior Stockade at T. and choir rehear-j ist, who spent one or more sum,
SALES and SERVICE
Choir at 7; the Rounds Group sal at 7.30; Friday the Junior Am- mers in Rockport and was in and
A. C. McLoon Co.
167 MAIN ST.
THOMASTON
meetsat 7.30 at the church; and bassadors will have a Valentine out of our house a great deal. He
the monthly Pack 206 committee | Party at 3.30; and Saturday the I was very young then, probably in
Daj Pho»A 151-2 . Nights. 151-3
(
w ill < <• i\
it
?2 Pm
Pi »’ pi !!«• n w 1 b« f 7
b:
mid t«
a id
i 1 . it if there

>
.. A
of The
Church
of Christ will be
.
. .
conducted at 3 p. m. Sunday in
Grand Army Hall, on Limerock
street. Evangelist Dwaine Evans
of Augusta will lead. All visitors
welcome.
• • •
St. Bernard’s Rockland. Sunday
Masses. 8 and 11 a. m. St. James
Thomaston, 9 a. m.; Our Lady of
Good Hope, Camden, 9.30 a. m.;
Confessions at St. Bernard's. Saturday at 3.30 and 7 p. m. Daily
Mass at 6.45 a. m.
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Around The County On A Winter Day

Today we have people from Owls Head, Warren, Thomaston
and Rockland. Among them is a postmaster, a shopkeeper, harbor,
building supplies salesman, cartoonist, a physician and lobster
dealers.
At the left, the Harold W. Looks, junior and senior, mod«*l
novelty sun glasses presented them recently. There is no mistaking
the family names for the two dark lenses serve as the O’s in the
name and the L. and K are cut from white plastic and attached in

.

.

.

The gentleman with his jacket tightly zippered against a sharp
wind last Friday is Hilliard Spear, postmaster at Warren, on a visit
to Rockland. Hilliard is well aware of affairs in his community
and is looking for better times in the poultry industry and increased
activity in the town’s mill
A smile is thc trademark of this man Everett Blethen of Owls
Head who took time recently to duck into Al Nichols* barber shop
for a trim. Doing the job is Walter Dudley, dr. A handy man

the proper places. The two Harolds allow that the lobster business
is so bad right now that they have to have a little humor now and
then to pep them up.
Next in line is Mrs. Frances Savitt who operates Savitt’s wom
en’s shop. I sually quite a jolly person, she is rather solemn in this
picture. The past few days have found her a patient at Knox Hos
pital but she is reported to he at home now for a while before re
suming business.

.

with a pencil, Everett can sketch yon a cartoon or a plan for a
house and at the same time come up with a joke.
About to stow some recently framed art treasures in his car
on Main street is Dr. Hugo Hochschild of Thomaston. European
born and educated, he has practiced in South America, and after
a brief residence on North Haven settled in Thomaston a few years
ago. He is also one of the two medical examiners in the county.

Photos by Cullen

the past two months.
from this area were: Mervyn Fos 19, 1873, the son of William and ter, Mrs. Nestor Biown of Rock
Young Mrs. Guy Lermond and
Born at Camden. N. J.. March ter, Mrs. Lola Willis and Mr. and Patience Newbert- and came to land; and one granddaughter.
Mrs. Richard Stone, all ol Thom
27. 1889. she was the daughter of Mrs. Ronald Green.
THOMASTON
Vinalhaven while a young man and
Funeral services will be held
aston, Mrs. Edward Vinal and
Horace R and Sally D Pennington
worked on the farm of Elisha Rob Sunday at 2 p. m. from the Burpee
New, and Social Item,, Notice, and Advertisements may be lent
Mrs. Wesley’ Reynolds of Cush
or telephoned to
Gardner.
EDWARD JOSEPH WALSH
erts for a number of years. He Funeral Home, with Rev. Edward
ing. Mrs. Robert Beattie and Mrs.
URS GEORGE NEWBERT HIGH ST.. TEL. 158-8
She was a graduate of the Rhode
Warren Moody of Warren, Mrs.
Edward J. Walsh, 80. of Lincoln also worked in thc moving picture T. Barram officiating. Interment
Island Hospital School of Nursing, ville Beach and a manufacturer ol business fox- twenty years and as will be in Achorn Cemetery.
Frank Knight of Owls Head,
a member of the Western District children’s clothing fox* over 50 a lobster fisherman. He later
The name of Mrs. Angie Kim Monday evening at 7.45 at the Ma-' Mrs. Barbara Hall of Portland
Nurses
’ Association and since years, died at Camden, Thursday. joined his father-in-law in the
sonic
Temple.
William
Wallace
I
and
Mrs.
Everist
Djardins
of
Au

When making out yonr will re
ball. aunt of Mrs. George Powers
Hospital Treats
member yonr church and yonr 1948, she had been operating a Mr. Walsh was born in Boston, weir business.
(Feme Ellen Harriman), was in will serve as auctioneer. Re gusta.
telephone answering service in
hospital.
Mr.
Newbert
and
Edith
V.
Arey,
1
advertently omitted from thi freshments were served by the
Mass., the son of John and Mary
Birthday Parly
Four For
Portland. She was a member of
hostess
with Miss
Margaret
list of guests at the wedding.
McDonald Walsh on Feb. 16, 1876. daughter of Richard and Sabra
Miss Judith Young celebrated MRS. LYDIA M. BOOTH
the
Montauk
Avenue
Baptist
John M. Townsend has returned Young assisting.
He
operated the Walsh-Feld Arey, were married 57 years ago Minor Injuries
her 16th birthday Tuesday by
Mrs. Lydia M. Booth, R.N., 67. Church of New London, Conn.
In connection with the study ol entertaining friends at the home
to New York City after spending
Company
of Belfast and Camden and made their home in Vinal-: Foui eases were treated at Knox
Surviving besides her sister,
widow of Richard A. Booth of
haven.
a few days with his brother-in- beef cattle in social studies in of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Brown, are a son. Horace R. and was president of the CastroBesides his wife, he leaves two Hospital Thursday with all acci
law and sister, Captain and Mr?. Mrs. Anna Wolfe’s seventh grade. James Young in Cushing. Games Portland, formerly of Rockland, Booth of Vienna. Va.. three grand Walsh Company, formerly of Camsisters,
Mis. Foss Murray of dent victims released following
Warren Stevens, a representative and dancing were enjoyed.
died
late
Wednesday
night
at
the
Charles Spear.
Re
I den.
children and two nephews.
Union, and Mrs. Jack Smythe of treatment.
Penn Cooper received his First of thc IGA Stores, will give a freshments served included three home of her sister, Mrs. Freeman
!
He
was
a
member
of
Our
Lady
Funeral services were held Fri
Class badge at thc Boy Scout talk on the subject. Parents and birthday cakes made by Mrs. F. Brown. Beech street, with day at 11 a. m. from the Burpee of Good Hope Catholic Church of Camden; one brother, Ralph New-; Treated fox’ a deep laceration of
anyone
else
interested
are
invited
Troop 215 meeting Wednesday
William Anderson and Mrs. Edith whom she had made her home for Funeral Home with Rev. Edward Camden and treasurer of the Holy I bert of East Holden, and several thc right arm was 10 year old
Betty Lou Simmons, daughter of
to attend thc meeting to be held Young of Cushing and Mrs. Nath
evening.
T. Barram of the First Baptist Name Society of the Church. At nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be held on Mr. and Mrs. Lester Simmons of
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Parsons at the High School auditorium at j alie Leavitt of South Warren.
one
time
he
was
active
in
the
St.
1
Church,
officiating.
Interment
will hold a 6.30 supper in the ves
Sunday at 2 p. m. from the Head- Lawry. She injtired the arm when
have returned to their home in 2.30 o’clock Wednesday after Mrs. Leavitt assisted Mrs. Young
try with the committee being. will be in Brooklawn Memorial Vincent de Paul Society of Brigh
ley Funeral Home in Vinalhaven she accidentally thrust it through
Everett. Mass . after spending a noon..
in serving.
in
Portland. ton, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Hoffses, Mr. Park Cemetery
with Rev. Charles S. Mitchell offi a glass window.
week with her brother and sisterOfficers elected at thc Fourth
Invited guests were: Misses
Please
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flowers.
Remem

Mr.
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was
a
former
memj
and Mrs. Byron Hahn and Mr
Kris Pease, three year old
in-law, Mr. and Mrs. William Quarterly Conference of the Meth Martha Hallowell and Helen Le
ciating.
Interment will be at John
and Mrs. Peter Larsen.
Guild brances may be sent to the Ameri ber of the Knights of Columbus
daughter of Mrs. Janet Pease of
Shields.
odist Church held at the Fed land of Rockport. Janice Hall. Gills meet at 7 o’clock Monday ; can Cancer Society.
; and a member of the Camden Ro- . Carver Cemetery.
. Mrs. Elvie Shields was awarded erated Church Tuesday evening Melinda Mills, Jean Melgard,
11 Lisle street was treated when
tary.
at the home of Miss Melinda
Wednesday night a 17 inch port were: Recording secretary. Mrs. Joan Monroe. Paulette Miller.
she swallowed eight cold tablets.
LELAND S. McELWEE
WILLIAM
L.
FOSTER
Surviving
are
his
wife,
Ratherj
Mills. Wednesday. Mission Cir
able television from Sears, Roe- Forrest Grafton; trustee for three Patty
William Williams, 40. of Thom
Leland S. McElwee, 62. retired
Miller.
Chase. cle meets at 2 o'clock at the j Word was received last week by ine A. Walsh of Lincolnville Beach,
Bonnie
bucy and Company at their Cata years, Roger Jameson. F. L. S. Tonna Mitchell, Irene Saari. San
accountant died at his home in aston, working aboard the fishing
church.
Thursday, prayer and relatives in Owls Head of the sud four daughters, Sister Marie Con
logue Night.
trawler Crest, was treated for a
Union early Friday morning.
Morse and Mrs. Weston Young; dra Mitchell. Sandra Daggett,
praise service at 7 o’clock with den death of William L. Foster in stance, SND of the Roxbury Acad
Diane Crockett suffered a cut benevolence treasurer. Miss Helen Sandra Seekins, Mary Korhonen,
hand contusion during the morn
Born
at
San
Diego,
Calif.,
May
emy, Roxbury, Mass.; Mrs. Ger-1
Miss Edna Hilt as speaker. Hanson, Mass., on Jan. 30.
over the left eye which required Studley; auditor, Miss Harriet and Sonja Korhonen, all of Thom
23, 1894, he was the son of Miles! ing.
'trude
C.
Martin
of
New
Rochelle,,
He was born in Owls Head, Jan.
two stitches whfie riding on the Williams; deaconesses. Mrs. War aston. Philip Young. Buddy Lud Trustees meeting will follow. Sat
Frank Liniken of Thomaston
and Isa Manson McElwee.
urday. Beta Alpha will hold a 29, 1894. the son of Edgar and Ida N. Y.; Mrs. Kathryn G. Tulis of,
school bus Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. McElwee came to was treated fox* a laceration of the
ren Knights and Mrs. Edward T. wig and Donald Mecklin, all of
Norwell Mass.; and Mrs. Ruth A.
cooked food sale at 1.30 at Don Farr Foster.
A total of 44)5 Polio injections Dornan; delegate to the Methodist Cushing.
Union from Waban, Mass., in 1937 hand received when he jammed a
aldson’s Paper Store with Miss
Mr. Foster was a member of Cawley of Morristown, N. J.; one
wire given in the Thomaston Conference. F. L. S. Morse with
door on it while visiting a neighWesley’s Eleventh Birthday
Margaret Simmons, Miss Nellie the Boston Fire Department fox- son, John S. Walsh of Boston; a! and Mr. McElwee carried on his
schools at the recent clinics. reserve delegate, Mrs. Earl Wood
accounting
practice
in
Rockland
'
brother,
William
Walsh
of
BellWesley Newbert celebrated his Tibbetts and Mrs. Darold Hocking over 30 years, where he served on
These were given through the cock; nominating committee for
and Union, until his retirement in
11th birthday Thursday night by serving on the committee.
the fire boats and had been re | erica, Mass.; and four grand-I
courtesy of Dr. Hugo Hochschild year, Mrs. J. Warren Everett.
June, 1956. He was a graduate of
children.
entertaining friends at the home
Federated Church School at 9.45 tired several years ago and made
at the Lura Libby School, Dr. Roger Jamson and Rev. John A.
Rosary will be said at the Gil-! Bowdoin College in 1916 and served
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Sunday morning followed by serv his home in Hanson. Mass.
Frederick Dennison and Dr. Verla Morrison. Rev. Alfred Hemp
bert
C. Laite Funeral Home, Cam with the Navy during World War
George Newbert. Games were ice of worship at 11 with Rev.
He was a member of the HamWorthing at the Green Street and stead of Augusta superintendent
played with prizes being won by
den on Friday, Saturday, and Sun I.
High Schools.
of Methodist Churches, conducted Diane Guptil. Eileen Beckett. John A. Morrison bringing a me3- ' met Lodge of Masons of East Bos day at 8.15 p. m. Requiem mass
He is survived by his widow,
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on
“
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Relations
”
.
Senior
|
ton.
Mr.
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is
survived
by
his
Mr. and Mrs. William Shields, the meeting.
EVERY
Malcolm Crute and Wesley New Youth Fellowship group meets at wife, Mrs. Hattie Blair Foster; a will be sung on Monday at 8.30 Virginia Thompson McElwee.
accompanied by
Mrs.
Annie
Mr. and Mrs. Averell Robinson bert. Dancing was also enjoyed.
TIME ME
Funeral
services
will
be
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6 o’clock. Junioi Youth Fellow son, Thomas; a granddaughter; a a. m. at Our Lady of Good Hope
Chaples of Clarks Island, have were a surprised pair Saturday
OPENED
Refreshments were served includ ship meets at 7 o’clock. Tuesday, brother, Mervyn of Rockport; 'Catholic Church, Camden with Sunday at 2 p. m. from the Peoples
returned after spending a few night when over 50 relatives and
HIS MOUTH
Methodist
Church
in
Union
with
ing a birthday cake made by Mrs. choir rehearsal at 7 o’clock. Wed three sisters, Mrs. Ethel Whalen of Rev. George Goudreau officiating.
days in Boston.
friends arrived at their recently
HE PUT
Newbert.
Othex- guests were: nesday, Boy Scout Troop 215 Owls Head; Mrs. Lola Willis of
Committal services and inter Rev. Walter Brown officiating.
All town books will close on completed home on the Oyster
HIS FOOT
Committal services and inter
Rosemond Dean, Mary
Jean meets in the vestry at 7 o’clock. , Rockland; and Mrs. Louise Myrick ment will be in Mt. Benedict
February 15 in order to prepare River Road to give them a house
INTO IT
ment will be Monday at 2 p. m. at
Small. Carol Gillis. Paula Chap
town reports and all unpaid taxes warming. They were presented
Mass will be celebrated at St. ‘ of Baltimore, Md.. and several Cemetery, West Roxbury, Mass., the Lowell Cemetery, Lowell, Mass.
man. Linda Kangas, Charles Mon
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at
2.30
p.
m.
will be considered delinquent in with a purse of money’ by the ;
James’ Catholic Church Sunday nieces and nephews.
Please omit flowers. Remem
roe,
Conrad
Johnson.
Jerry
Funeral services were held at
these reports.
group and buffet lunch was served.
morning at 9 o’clock.
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Smalley. Donald Littlefield and
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The Firemen's Auxiliary will
Morning prayer service at St. the Shepherd Funeral Home in
Surprise Stork Shower
can Cancer Society.
David Littlefield.
Pembroke
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Mass.,
Feb.
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Newbert
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at
meet Monday night at the Fire
John's Episcopal Church Sunday
Friends may call at the Burpee '
Mrs. Richard Hall was guest ol
Vinalhaven Feb. 6 at the age of 83.
< hiireb News
Station at 7.30. Refreshments
morning at 7.40 followed by Holy with cremation at Forest Hills.
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at
a
surprise
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shower
He was born in Appleton on Nov. I Funeral Home. Saturday from 2
Sunday School at the Baptist Communion at 8 o’clock. Sunday I Relatives attending the funeral
will be served by Mrs. Betty
to 5 p. m.
Libby. Mrs. Martha Anderson Thursday evening given by Mrs. Church Sunday morning at 9.45 School at 10.30.
. . . until he discovered NEWRobert
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Jr..
Mis.
Walfrid
followed by service of worship at
and Mrs. Phyllis Smith. Mrs.
Sunday School at Assembly of
BERT’S and now he has gained
ALVA F. ROGERS
new
assurance!
Helen Anderson will furnish en Saastamoinen. Mrs. Frank Hardy 11 o’clock with Rev. Jack Dow ' God Church Sunday morning at
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Alva. F. Rogers, 66, of Lynn,
and
Mrs.
Robert
Mitchell
at
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bringing the message.
Anthem ’ 10 o’clock followed by service of
tertainment.
SUNDAY: 3.00 to 10.30
Mass., died at Lynn, Friday after
IIAII.T 2.00—6.30—8.30
Orient bodge, AF&AM, will Watts home on Beechwood Street by the choxr, ’The Lprd Is My i worship at 11. Rev. Robert Dick-|
a long illness.
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Shepherd”.
BYF meets at 6 | inson, pastor. Christ Ambassador •
hold a special meeting Tuesday
Mr. Rogers was born at Hills
Refreshments were o’clock at which time State Nifcht
evening at 7.30 at the Selectmen's Mrs. Hall.
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Office at which time the Schoo!
followed by evening sendee at 7
John W. and Adeline Fox Rogers.
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for the coming year.
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Charles Rogers of Bath; two
Hardy,
Mrs.
Arthur
stated meeting Wednesday eve Arnold
J • 306 MAI N Street
ENDS SAT. EVE. Ingrid Bergman in "ANASTASIA"
)
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•
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Mass.,
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of South Portland. Also, one sisafter which a silent auction will Konelick, Mrs. Lester Staples.
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The Women’s Auxiliary of St. las Young. Mrs. Arthur Anderson. I
(TEL 892)
John’s Episcopal Church met Mrs. Willis Berry. Mrs. Albeit
Thursday evening at the home of Hail, Mis., Janie** Hall. Mrs.
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Mrs. Emma Young with 12 mem George Hall, Mrs. Richard Wood'
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Robert
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Mrs.
bers present. Prises donated to
To start the year right—
the penny sale were reviewed and William Vinal, Mrs Lloyd Ma(untinuiHM Sunday from 3 — Daily: Mat. 2 - Eve. 6.30-8.30
get
$25 «• $1500 in 1 DAY
honey.
Mrs.
Wendell
Young.
Mr,
final plans were made for the
PAY ALL OLD YEAR BILLS AND TAXES.
penny sale which will be held Esther Wolfe , Mrs. Joseph Rlchj ard.s. Miss G ert rude Hanley. M rs.
TOO. Spread the cost over a number of months.
John
Dorsey,
Mrs.
William 1
MEDICAL AND DENTAL EXPENSES for
SOCIAL DANCE
the entire family. Glasses, dentures, regular
Acorn Grange Hall, Cushing
medical and dental care - all can be financed
SATURDAY - 8.30 to 12.00
FOR ANY DESIRE OR EMERGENCY there
Their
Mn*ir by Hawaiianaires
is a sensible plan.
FRIDAY ONE SHOW AT 7.15
Donation 50c
first movie
LIFE INSURANCE AT NO ADDITIONAL COST THROUGH
6-S-tf
SATURDAY AT 3.00-B.3<Ut.30
IOHN HANCOCK MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
together!
81 NDAY AT .100-7.15 P. M.

DID ITthey
did it!

NEED MONEY?

Eddie , REYNOLDS
debbie

FISHER

Camden Theatre
Warner E^os ««(•<»

Saturday Night
PARTY

Elks' Home
FEBRUARY 9 - 9 to 12
For Elks and Guests
FREE MVSIC
FREE REFRESHMENTS
AND DOOR PRIZE

Sove time — phone before coming in.

Eddie

In HOCKLAND:

sings 6

Richard
IN I HI

359 Main Street

Leo
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new songs!
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Mrs. Carl Philbrook, Mrs. Walter were ice fishing Sunday.
| the engagement of her niece. Miss
day. Table decorations and favors
Ross, Mrs. FrankRose, Jr., and
Richard Glaude and family of Carol Consolmayno of Medford.
were in observance of Valentine’s
USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
Mrs. Alvis Epps.
Sending giftsCushing were Sunday guests of his Mass., to Pvt. Andrew Compagna. WARREN
Day. The group will meet next
MRS FRANCIS DYER
MISS DORIS HYLER
hut unable to attend were Mrs. parents. Mr. and Mrs. J. Glaude. He is stationed at Fort Knox, Kv.
Correspondent
Tuesday with Mrs. Elizabeth
INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
Correspondent
Telephone 285-M3
Philip Barnes. Mrs. Marion ColMr. and Mrs. Fred Munroe. Aus—-----——
Lowell, Union Street.
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
Telephone
CRestwood
4-2421
office
Mm. James
Farrell, Mrs. tin MUter, Sr Clifton Miller and ——
The “Heart Fund” drive will be
Telephone CRestwood 4-2038 home
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
The local Extension group will William Buckminster. Mrs. Annie family visited Mrs. Ethel Hanna. West Rockport
held during the month of Feb
Advertisements1 In this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
meet at an area meeting to be held •arrell. Mrs. Charles Wotton. Mrs. Round Pond Monday evening.
once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
ruary. Hearts will be displayed
MRS MABEL HEALD
at the Farnsworth Building. Rock Helen Kalcr. Mrs. Benjamin LindMrs. Mildred Gammon. Mi*. in stores and workers plan to call
for each line, half price each additional time used. Five small
Charles and Ronald Bowers
Correspondent
words to a line.
land. Feb. 12. with Mrs. Mabel s.y, Mrs. Russell Woodman. Mis. were Sunday guests at Stanley
Clara Leach and Miss Doris Hyler. on each house in the community
Special Notice! All “blind ads” so called. 1. e., advertisements
Folsom.
Home
Demonstration Wendell Leadbetter. Mis. Robert Prescott's. Rockland.
attended the supper and regular on February 14th.
Mrs.
C.
Mrs.
Maureen
Beaulieu
and
two
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office
Agent, in charge of the subject Learned and Mis. Angus Learned. Bowers was a weekend guest of daughters of Rockland spent Mon meeting Of Auxiliary to Canton
for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
The Women's Society of Chris
‘Buying Guides.’’
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best results.
Mrs. L A. Winchenbaeh. Damari day with Mrs. David Hamalainen. Lafayette in Rockland. Wednes tian Service of the Methodist
Those with phone or street numbers only are not advised.
Mrs. Benjamin Lindsey is a sur
day. A; the business meeting Church was held at the home of
scotta
Mrs. Dorothy Hamalainen. Mr
AST WALDOBORO
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
gical patient at Knox Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Glaude, Ethel Cour.ce. Mrs. Viola Starr. Percy M. Wallace, of Portland. Mrs. Faye Daucette on Wednes
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Black Jr.
No classified .<is will be accepted without the cash and no book
Mr. and Mrs. George Curtis and
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
of Tenants Harbor were Saturday daughters Sheila and Juanita and Mrs. Marion Salminen and Mis. Department Commander; Miss day evening. President Miss Ma
family have returned to their home
Mrs. J. Glaude. Sr., were Sunday Evelyn Marrifleld took part in th. Doris Hyler. secretary* of the rion Upham presided over the
.ILL MUST BE PAID FOR
guests at J. Glaude. Jr.’s.
at Crescent Beach after having
Maine Association of Ladies’ Aux business meeting with devotion?
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sanborn and guests at H. F. Wilson’s in Wash Mothers’ March for the Polio
been in Boca Raton. Fla., since
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
iliaries: Will.am Hayden of San given by Vice President Mis.
ington.
and
callers
at
Harold
Drive
in
this
community
The
< hildren were in Portland Sunday.
Line.
last Sept- mber.
ford Department adjutant; Mil- Doris Graffam. The group voted
Black.
Jr.
’
s
in
Tenants
Harbor
amount
collected
for
the
funu
,
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Flanders
Limerock
Valley
Pomona
ton Rollins. Past Grand Represen
of Newcastle. Henry Orff. Mrs. Wednesday evening and at Earle was $67.05.
to give $5 to the Polio Drive. Re
Grange will meet with Owls Head
tative and Mrs. Ad die Brown,
Reynold
’
s
in
Thomaston
Friday
Tuesday
Club
met
this
week
j
Edna Orff. Mrs. Della Edwards
freshments were served following
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
Grange at 2 p. m. today. The
with Mrs. Robert Heald. Much past president of the Auxiliaries, the meeting by Mrs. Dorothy
ind Maynard Butler called on Mrs. evening.
boys
and
girl
Scouts
of
the
town
were
introduced.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Emery
Simmons
of
of the evening was spent a
LOBSTER Trap Stock for sale.
) OLDS 88 4-dr . for sale, j
Florence Flanders recently.
Crockett. Miss Elizabeth Daucette
Paul Dillaw ty whose term on
MICHAEL F. BROOKS. INC.
1948 Willy s Sta. Wgn.. $195: will be special guests.
M1. and M rs Vernon Mank of Camden were Thursday guests at watching television shows. Mr.- |
and Mrs. Faye Daucette.
The
Beechwood Street Thomaston.
1950 Ply. Sta. Wgn $495: 195o
Warren called at Earle Miller's 01,0 Bowden's.
Mrs. Conrad Henry Keller will be th- hostt s> th- Board of Assessors, expires next meeting wil! be held at the
Mrs. Bray Honor Guest
17*19 Chev. Club Cpe .. 6375: 1948 4-VVD
♦his
year,
announces
his
candidacy
I
and dau^hter Melody. Mrs. next Tuesday evening.
home of Mrs. Jean Larsen on
Mrs. Harold Brav was guest of Monday evening.
STOVE Wood for sale. $18 a Jeep with hyd. plow. $495; 1949
Mrs. Herbert Leach of South ! S,anIey P,''scott'
D°uglns and
Mr. and Mrs. David Hamalainen for another three year term. Wednesday evening. Feb. 20
6225;
1949
Ford
honor
at
a
stork
shower
TuesdayPickup.
cord load delivered. TEL. 598-J.
Union is visiting her daughter, j n"ni“d of Rowland were callers. and Mrs. H nry Kontio attended Charles Kigel. whose term on the
It 18 4-dr.. $225: 12’ Platform Body. $35: night at the home of Mrs. Kent
I960 Cn. v
2-di
(Rusty
1115 Glover. Co-hostesses were Mrs Mis. Lloyd Bean.
The So,iaI Club mf,t w'1,h
the final meeting of the commit school i i-mmittet expires, an
NEW Furnaces for coal. wood, BEE LINE SERVICE. INC. ft
Mr. and Mrs Edwin Mank spent i
Rines Tehuisday aftrnOon t« - for the Finish-American Polio nounces that he will seek re-elec
Foster Sullivan. Mrs. Donald Mo
and oil for sale, installed com North C 'i ty Ro td T< c
Wednesday
evening
with
Mr.
and
I
vith
a
*
en, ral
Refresh- Dance at the home of Mr. and tion to that board. At the present CAMDEN
ra
ng
and
Mrs.
Matti
Pulkkinen.
plete anywhere. Nothing down.
COMBINATION
Oai
ind Ol
Mis.
Walter
Ka
’
.
er,
Waldoboro.
!
n
”
'
nt
*
'
VPre
sewed
Mrs. Simon Hamalainen in Rock time, no on- has announced their
Small monthly payments starting
MRS KENNETH HERRICK
Th< many gifts were arranged in
Stove
for
sale,
good
condition.
Correspondent
May if desired. 36 mos. terms.
; land. Approximately $1,035 was intention of running for selectman
Clifton Miller and family were
'
a prettily decorated doll’s crib.
CALL
CRestwood
3-2311.
18
20
for
three
years,
which
also
takes
Telephone CEdar 6-2197
Write today: SUPERIOR HEAT
I netted from the dance at the
Two beautifully decorated shower recent callers at Fred Munroe’s. |
in the office of Overseer of the
ING CO.. 351 Sherwood St., Port
i tinal report.
Miss Lois Nicholson. R.N., of Glen Cove
land. Tel. SP 3-8617.
13*23 LOST AND FOUND cakes centered the table at which
Poor.
Mr. and Mrs. Sheldon Mank
MRS. ANNIE BLACK
buffet lunch was served. The hon M» thuen. Mass.. A 2c Clayton
Mrs. Inez Crosby left Thursday
Mathew Busby is improving to
THREE Piec- Overstuffed Set
Correspondent
and
son
Wayne
of
North
Waldo
Main
Dyer
of
Delaware.
Miss
Dorothy
Wednesday
on
LOST
ored
guest
was
also
presented
a
for
St. Petersburg. Fla., where she
for sale. Very good cond. Also Street. yellow gold Bulova wrist
the extent that he is now able to
Telephone 794-J
! boro were supper guests of Mr.
Spicer of South Waldoboro, Mrs.
single bed and spring. 41'y watch. T. 1. ETHEL NYSTP.3M lovely’ corsage.
take up his school studies. Mrs. will spend the remainder of the
land Mis. O W. Counce Saturday.
Guests present were Mrs. Nor James Poland of North Waldoboro, |
OCEAN STREET
16-1" 1770.
18 20
Dorothy Overlook is his tutor. He winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Williafn Chester
Mr. and Mrs. Miles Lam son and
man Stinson. Miss Beryl Borger- Mrs. George Ross and two daugh
” 1947
TON Flat body Pickup
The Camden Junior Extension
is still confined to his bed, but is
parents in Long
are
visiting
their
Mrs Nellie Lamson were recent
Truck in perfect condition for
son. Mrs. Biron Bray. Mrs. Lloyd ters of Waldoboro and Miss Donna
will meet at the YMCA on Mon
awaiting
the
doctor
’
s
verdict
after
EGGS
&
CHICKS
Island.
N.
Y..
foi
thi
weeks.
sale. Phone 367-W4.
17*19
callers at the home of Dr. and
Painter Mrs Weston Thompson, Simmons of Friendship were call-1
day. Feb. 11 at 730 p. m. The
nd Mis. Kennedy Crane, Mrs. Charles Leach in Tenants a visit next week.
ONE Dining Room Set toi sale
Francis Dyer, Mrs. Robert ers on Mr. and Mrs. Arnold i Mr
CLEMENTS RED-ROCK BLAt K Mi
Mrs. Irvin Gammon has re subject will be “How To Cane
Jr..
4 GREEN STREET Thomaston. PULLETS
spending
the
weekend
in
Harbor. Mrs. Bernice Leach of
Rugged health, low Gieseman, Mrs. Leland Perry. At born Saturday.
turned from a week's visit with Chairs." The hostesses will be
M.t.i.. , Tel* 298-11
16*18 mortality and high flock average
Mr. and Mrs. J. O. Jameson and Boston and are being joined there Rockland spent Wednesday at th«
her daughter and husband. Mr. Mrs. Winnifred Meservey, Mrs.
~21 ”~BIA>NI >E "Console TV for make them favorites for commer
by
their
two
sons,
Ken
III
and
Ed

Galen Harkins were Saturday J
Lamson horn* .
REAL ESTATE
and
Mrs. Philip Kuntz, in Newton- Lucinda Waterman and Mrs.
sale, used 3 month5!, also alto cial egg production. Maine-U. S.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Levander ward. They will also attend the
Harlan Robinson of Camden was ville. Mass. She went to make the Gladys McKenney.
saxophone. LAWRENCE BROOKS Approved Pullorum Clean. Also
Sportsmen
’
s
Show.
A
New
Six
Room
House
with
Newbert,
North
Waldoboro.
vocal solist at the Union Church
Beechwood Street. Thomaston.
Leghorn Pullet Chicks. Reds, and
Mrs. Rollo Gardiner entertained
The ladies of Glen Cove who are service Sunday evening at the acquaintance of her new grand17 19 Golden Crosses for eggs - White bath in Thomaston for sale. Oi'.
Zenas Melvin and family of
daughter
at her home on Tuesday at a
automatic
heat,
aluminum
doors
MAPLE Arm Divanola tor sale Rocks for meat and hatching eggs.
Thomaston called at Clifton Mil members of the Knox Hospital W< o Rockport church. He was
Mrs Francis Jones Lorraine birthday supper honoring Mrs.
$25; also bureaus. $7 and $14. Write CLEMENT CHICKS INC and windows. TEL. 504-WK be ler's Thursday evening
Ladies’ Auxiliary met Thursday accompanied at the piano by Mrs.
tween
5
p.
m.
and
8
p.
m.
or
al
Perry) is a surgical patient at George Hamlin. Others present
bedroom set complete. $35; 2 par Route 33. Winterport Maine. <B>
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Flanders of morning at th<- home of Mrs. Wil Carl Small of Rockport. There
day Saturday and Sunday. 18*2
lor sets, your choice, $25: kitchen
Knox Hospital.
were Mrs. Karl Ix'ighton and Mrs.
N< weastle were Saturday guests of liam Robbins
were also selections by the choir
set, $10; 2 parlor chairs, $8 each;
Mrs Harrison Emery and daugh- Harold Grindle. Following supper
TO
LET
Mrs. L. 1. Mank and family.
and instrumental trio numbers by ter Kathleen of Rockland are the Canasta was enjoyed.
also many beds. IlARVEV GUR
Engagement Announced
NEY. Tel. Union STate 5-2449.
Mr. and Mrs. Kelsey Harkins of
FOR REAL ESTATE
Mrs. Gladys Keller, piano, Mrs. guests lor a week of her parents.
NEWLY Renovated Furn. Up
Mrs.
Vincent
Braccio
announces
The Mission Circle of the Chest
17*19 stairs Apt. to let. 3 rooms and
Waldoboro and
Mrs.
Arnold
Glenice Farmer at the organ and Mr. and Mrs. Merrill Payson.
nut
Street Baptist Chureh will
AUSTIN
D.
NELSON
&
CO.
ALUMIM M COMBINATION
bath, partly heated. Continuou.Achorn were Sunday guests of
; Keith Crockett, clarinet. Visiting
ABINtiTON Ml Tl AL FIRE
T S Sgt. Robe it E. Brooks from meet at the church parlor on Tues
WINDOWS A DOORS FOR SALE hot water. 60 GRACE STREET.
CALL 928
Mrs. J. O. Jameson. Mr. Achorn.
1
clergynnr..
Rev.
Robert
Carle
oi
1NSI RANCE COM1 ’ANt
the Bangor Filter Center, was a day. Feb. 12.
Top quality (NEWCO Mark V)
18-20
63 Park SI.
Kixklund
Mr. Jameson and Galen Harkins
i Hope and Rev. Ore! Ward of Rock <allei at the Town Office, Thurs
Abington. Massachusetts
triple track. The window with a
16-tf
FOR RENT
The Chadavae Club of the Chest
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1956
reputation. sold and installed,
port offered prayer.
day morning. He reports the nut Street Baptist Church met at
HOSPITAL Beds. Folding Wheel
LEGAL NOTICE
Bonds
$1,318,980.23
factory to you by Kenniston Bros. chairs. Tel. 939. UNITED HOME
Warren Ground Observer Corps is the home of Mrs. Percy Hopkins
OVERLOOKING Rockport Hai
February 4. 1957 Stocks.
658.928.00
Exclusive Knox County Distribu SUPPLY CO. 579-589Main St.,
bor: Attractive Colonial yeai To the Board of Selectmen:
doing very satisfactory work. The Wednesday evening with 24 mem
Real Estate Owned
136.743.6 I
tors. HOWARD M. KENNISTON Rockland. Me.
12-S-if ‘round home in good condition
I propose to construct a weir 1 Cash and Bank De
Orff's Corner
members who have earned awards bers present. Following the busi
23 Gay Str* < t, Rockland Tel.
for
sale.
6
rooriis
and
l
1
"
baths
FURNISH El >
ii
I U
located at the southern side ot
posits,
288,240.45'
1430-W. Warren CRestwood 4-2686.
lor 100 and 250 hours, will receive ness meeting a social evening was
MRS
ALBERT
ELWELL
heated
Apts
to
let.
some
newly
Attached
barn
garage.
Near
Dyer’s Island, near the approach Agents Balances or UnCam ien » ’E I ir 6
129 tf
Correspondent
these very soon.
painted, with lights and water beach, bus and stores. Prict of Peaslee’s Cove. The iead to
spent with refreshments being
collectt d Premiums. 162.528,74
BROWN Enamel Wood or Coal* paid.
Telephone Temple 2-9454
The final meeting of the Budget
V. F. STUDLEY. Broad $10,000.
S
E
C
V
R
I
T
Y
REAI
run to Dyer's Island on the land Other Assets.
10.023.0S
served by Mrs. Roy Barker. Mrs.
Stove for sale, also automatic way Tel. 1234 or 77 Park Street.
ESTATE
CO..
Dorothy
Dietz
Committee
will
take
place
at
the
of Paul Brown T having obtained
Fan-glo Heataire. Good cond
Kenneth Herrick and Mrs. Winni
Mr
and
Mrs.
Clyde
Perkins
ind
Tt 1 8060
17-ti Office across from Village Green his permission.
Municipal Building Monday eve
Total Assets
$2575.444.65
Call after 5 p. m. ESTHER
fred Meservey. The next meeting
Phone
CEdar
6-2117
'Cani
b
daughter Pt ggy of Dresden were ning at 7.30.
FOUR Rooms or more upstair.Very truly yours.
INABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
SPEARIN. 28 Philbrick Avenue.
will be a work meeting and will be
6-3977
18-11
CLYDE BICKFORD.
OTHER FUNDS. DEC. 31. 1956 Sunday guests of Mr and Mrs.
16 18 Apt. to let
The P.T.A will meet at the
State
ol
Maine
held at the church parlor on Feb
KNOX
STREET.
Thomaston.
Tel.
Reserve
for
Losses,
$53,730.66
Raymond
Hutchins
HOUSE !. :
54_MAIN
Grade School, Tuesday, Feb. 12. at
. ,
COTTAGES
252 5.
17'19 HOMES
Reserve for Loss Adjust
County of Knox
ruary 20. The hostessses will be
Lee
Peacock
of
Portland
spent
STREET, Thomaston. Tel. 351.
7.30
p
in.
Harold
Proctor
of
the
February 5. 1957
ment Expenses,
4.835.76
Mrs. Richard Moody, Mrs. Horace
16 18 1 " FURNISHED Hous77or“rent“in
the
weekend
with
his
parents
Dr
*
■
'
*?'''
A'*
'
<
Maine Health and Welfare Depart
With the above in mind the Reserve for Unearned
West Rockpor t village.
May be
Upham and Mrs. Douglass Kelley.
Venetian Blinds-Wintlow Shade** seen February 10th and 17th be320,983.15 and Mrs Harold Pt acock
Selectmen will hold a hearing .,t
Pi exniums.
ment. a C. W. Social Workers, will
Made To Fit Your Windows
At the meeting of Megunticook
7.0(1 p. m. Friday, the 15th day of Reserve for Tax<
40.900.(0
Miss Marie Prock is a patient be the speaker. Hostesses will be
twe n 12 and 4 p. m.
17-19
All Styles and Colors
32.514.9; in Miles M-morial Hospital foi Mrs Tiola Billings, Mrs. Louie Grange held on Wednesday eve
February. 1957. at the Selectmen - AU Other Liabilities.
THREE
Room
Furn.
Apt.
to
let.
Free Estimates — Call
Office, at which time this matt, i
priv. bath, cont. hot water. CALL
observation.
Wren. Mrs. Freda Stimpson. Mrs. ning the Lecturer’s March was
Tel 939
Total Liabilities.
$1452.964..'
will be handled.
708 ot 1629.
17 19
Mrs.
Nellie
Meyer
accompanied
UNITED HOME SUPPLY CO.
Kathervn Jameson and Mrs. Bar won by Mrs. Mary McDonough.
Unassigned Funds
VINAL H. CONWAY.
AT 8i Union Street: 3 room un
379-589 Main S»
Rockland Me
The guest speaker of the evening
I
Rockland, Maine
(Surplus),
$1,122,479.52 by her daughter. Mrs. Mildred bara Bowman.
HAROLD H. HASKELL.
136-S-tf furnished apt. to let, with modern
1647-W
was Fred Crockett who gave a
ROBERT E. TOLMAN
Damon, and granddaughter. Mari
Tin*
Day
and
Evening
Extension
NEW Chests of Drawers fori kitchen and bath, heated. CALL \ FARMS
Surplus as Regards
COMMERCIAL
hilarious talk on the origin of the
Selectmen of Vinalhaven. Maim .
lyn.
spent
Saturday
in
Waterville.
Groups
are
invited
to
a
meeting.
14 R
sale. $18 each STAPLES SHELL 893 days. 233 \ ...
Policyholders.
$1.122.479.5.
18-20
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Elwell. Feb. 12. at the Farnsworth Memo “Hole In the Doughnut and gave
UNFURN. Thi ■ Rn. Apt with
STATION. Route 1. Rockport.
NEAR VILLAGE: Six room
Steven
and Susan Elwell and Mrs. rial. at 10 30 a M. The subject is an outline of plans for the Dough
16 18 bath to let. Elec, stove and re- hem- with attached garage foi
$2,575,444 o;
Total
WANTED
frig., thermostatic heat and hot sale, 40 acres, hot air oil heat,
18-S-23 Albert Elwell were Rockland “Buying Guides” under the lead nut Festival to be held on Aug. 17.
GOOD 1 SEI) CARS
16-18 automatic hot water. Price $"503
visitors on Saturday.
We finance our own cars. No water. TEL 1616
ership of Mrs. Charlotte Smith, Coffee and doughnuts were served
ALL kinds of old painted com- j
finance or interest charge. MUN
G1 only $200 down. Call TEmple modes wanted.
THREE Rm. Unfurn. Apt. •
honoring those who had birthdays
Mrs. Lida Creamer, who is H D A
I will pay $10 j
SERVICES
SEY AUTO SALES. 131 North let. oil heat, bath; also 1 rm. furn. 2 5270 or 2-9965. P. L. SPOFFORD. each for the lift top variety. Will |
in January and February. Lime
spending the winter in Yarmouth
Church
Notices
18-20 also pay top prices for all kinds; SKATES. Lawn Mow. ps ground
Main Street.
16-tf ' apt., kitchenette, bath, stove, re- Waldoboro.
was
the
guest
of
Mrs.
Edna
McMorning Worship Service at the rock Valley Pomona will meet on
Ref. reg. Adults
NEW Forced Air Oil Heating [ frig., heated.
Tried and true Na ugh ton on Sunday.
of old pine and maple furniture j precision job.
Baptist
Church is at 10 a. m. Rev. Feb. 9 at Owls Head.
Systems for sale, also cast iron only. 45 TALBOT AVENUE. 17 19
Write
or
phone
|
Over
20
years
“
Know-how",
quick
in any quantity.
Mrs.
Margaret
Hutchins
and
furnaces for coal, wood. Any
THREE Room and 1 rm. furn.
Sterling
Helmer has chosen as his
10
High
Street.
I
service.
BIIJ,
BLACK.
427
Old
Honored Gne*t»
W. J. FRENCH
Cousens' Realty
where.
Complete installations. I apts. to let. Conveniences. Adults.
Camden. Maine, Tel. CEdar d-i County Rond.
17-19 Mrs. Kate Sprague were in Rock sermon topic. “Results of a Night , Mrs. Nellie Hart was gue«t of
Nothing down. 3 yrs. terms start ‘29 BEECH ST.. Tel. 1116-W. 11-19
3759.
Btislnena Opportuilttea
15-tf! PAINTING-and >aperhiTnginy land on Friday where they called of Prayer." Church School at i honor at a stork shffwer at the
ing April. We call. Write today.
FIVE Unfurnished Rooms and
inside and outside work. All work on Mrs. Fannie Weaver, who is 11 10 a. m For the 7 p. m. serv
Cottage*, Lot* and Dwelling*
A SALESMAN MANTEO
home of Mrs. Priscilla Lamb.
SUPERIOR HEATING CO., 351 toilet to let.
Inquire 12 KNOX
To sell home improvements to guaranteed. Will furnish material. a patient at Knox Hospital
21 LIMEROCK ST.
ice. the topic will bt' “The Spin- j Mrs. Maud Felton was co-hostess,
Sherwood St.. Portland, Tel. SP STREET. Tel. 1382-M.
9-tf
AL
home owners and new homes to Work accepted any place.
3-8617.
4" 19
itual House."
Monday at 7.30 i’ assisted by Mrs. Edna Ames, Mrs.
TWO 2 Room Unheated and
home seekers. Splendid oppor BERT BROWN. Tel. 451-R.
TEL 1538
PIGS and Shoats for sale. Unfurn. Apts, to let. All with elec,
p. m. at the parsonage, the Advis Helen Leighton and Mrs. Marie
Have your chimneys cleaned.
tunity for good salesman to build
WEST WASHINGTON
GREENLAW FARMS. Lincoln refrig. and range. CALL 677 be
Ac rose from Poet Office
17-tf
permanent
business.
Liberal
1 Gardner.
Mrs. Alden Hibbert, attendant ory Board will meet. The
ville Avenue, Belfast, Maine.
tween 8 a. m. and 5.30 p. m. or
152-tf i compensation basis. Experience
GUARANTEED Roofing
ano at the Augusta State Hospital, week prayer service is in the
Gifts were presented in
pink
154-tf COT’SENS REALTY. Tel. 1538.
in consumer selling and some Siding Installation by Sears-Roe
home of Mr, and Mrs. Ernest Ben ' and blue decorated basket. In
knowledge of building business buck Company. CALL Rockland was home for a few days on the
143-tf
ner Wednesday evening.
The vited guests were Mrs. Gladys
sick list last week.
Write stating experi 1770 for free estimates.
|
YOUR HEADQUARTERS
§ UNFURN. Heated. Thermosta MISCELLANEOUS essential.
ence and qualifications. All out
Mrs. John Dawson of Waldo Youth Group meets Saturday at Hart of Waterville. Mrs. Frances
71-Th-tf
tically Controlled. Four Rm. Apt. |
§ FOR WELDING SUPPLIES § to let, shower, elec, kitchen range i UPTON’S GIFT SHOP in Cam employee* have been advised of
Knight of Lincolnville. Miss Lena
boro and Mrs. Florence Dawson the Montgomery Rooms
this ad. Write 8-X. c/o THE
Church School is at 9.30 a. m. Anns. Mrs Priscilla Hart. Mias
and Mrs. Mat* Hibbert attendee
IS
YOUR
HOME
§
WLSTIXGHOl SE
§ and refrig.. plenty h&c water den will change hours upon r« COURIER-GAZETTE.
Rockland.
free. Over CARR S WALLPAPER quest of many customers. Mon
ADEQUATELY WIRED?
the Washington Grange supp* ’ at the Second Congregational Mary Ames. Mrs. Marjorie Hoff17-19
AND PAINT CTR. Rent $11 per day we will be closed during the Maine.
The morning worship ses. Mrs. Hattie Cole. Mr*. Ann
• Electric Welders
If
Not,
Call
—
for the Polio Fund last Saturday Church
E X PERI ENCED Cashier Tf~
service will be at 10.30 a. m. Rev. Hobbs Mrs. Charlotte Wentworth.
• Gas Drive Welders
§ week. Inquire 586 Main St., or Td. day and will open at 6 p. m. and male)
HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
night.
wanted. Apply in person
25-W.
6tf stay open until 9 p. m.. this is
"Your Crosley-Bendlx Dealer”
< Welding Rod*
Mrs. Parker Cooley returned : Curtis C. Busby, has selected for Miss Marie Wentworth. Mrs. Doris
THREE Room Apartment on ONLY
on Monday;
Tuesday at JORDAN AND GRANT 745 442-444 Main St.
Rockland
Mam
Street.
17-19
• WE GUARANTEE to Save You| Main Street to let. unfurnished, through Friday wc will have the
home from Augusta General Ho- his topic. Revival, Reaction or Hastings. Mrs. Patricia Ayers.
Phone 721
During the service, Mrs. Janet Wight. Mrs. MargueNORTH End Location. House
heated. TEL. 1870.
11-tf same hours. 9 a. m. to 6 p. nt.;
49-EOI-tf
pital Tuesday.
Her daughter. Renewal '
there will be a short business i rite Brown. Miss Lucy Arau, Mr*.
Money On Your OXYGEN~F1VE Room-Unfinished Upstairs 1 Sunday hours are from 3 p. m to wanted to buy in good condition
Jeanne Ann. will be in the hospi- i
priced right. Write to **R'*, P. O
meeting
Thursday the Mission Frances Grindle. Mrs. Marion
Apt. to rent. TEI.. 541.
2-tf | • P ■».
ACETYLENE Needs
1957 ALUMINUM DELUXE
tai for a longer period.
16* IS
TWO Rm. ' Fut^ Apt. to let
We now
cIothM for Ea*t,’r„ Box 602, Rockland, Me.
Circle nnd the Ladies' Circle will Boynton. Mrs Doris Pitcher, Mrs.
DOORS-W’INDOWS
M
rs.
Maynard
Marriner
of
I
MASON WORK WANTED
Easy to heat. Adults. Apply 12 '_____ _______________________ 2_
meet. Tuesday at 7 p. m. the Ruth Ayers Mis Agnes Ware.
FREE Door with purchase of 10
Morris Gordon
Chimneys cleaned and repaired, or more window* at 624.95. (in Searsmont and her mother. Mrs
WARREN STREET
151-tf |
CHANEY H RIPLEY. Rug and
roofing and carpentering. AI^ dudes 34"x34” glass), quality, Catherine Wellman, were in Au Pilgrim Fellowship meets at the Mrs. Helena Norton. Mis* Ella
Upholstery
Cleaning
Service.
All
FIVE-Room Unfurnished Apart
chapel.
and Son
Maddocks. Mrs. Mertie Tilden,
work guaranteed. Tel. ROCK FRED NICKLES, Mason. Tel. heavy 63S-T5. genuine three-track gusta Monday.
969-M, P. O. Box 493, Rockland. swivel-welded windows, custom
&
13-td ment to let, hot and cold watei LAND 940-K.
14-26
Mrs. Georgie Cucinota. Mrs. Irene
Mrs.
Myra
Cooley
was
plea*
supplied
Located in Bickneh
______________________ _
156-tf made. No Springs, gadgets, gim
j Parks. Mrs. Winifred Meservey.
Block. Not heated. CHARLES E. t amp To Kent? Itoat To Sell?
antly surprised Tuesday evening,
DON
’
T
Discard
You
Old
Or
micks. RUEL EUGLEY. SalesDon’t miss the all-state and
USED Oil Ranges for sale, white BICKNELL. U. Realtor. Phone
Miss Elaine Hoffsee. Mrs. Betty
the occasion being her birthday, ROCKPORT
32-ti out-of-state readership of the antique furniture. Call H. JOHN Service, Waldoboro. Tel. TEmple
porcelain oil and elec, comb., gas 1647-W
Dorr, Mrs. Edna Rankin. Mrs.
when
her
daughter.
Mrs.
June
;
NEWMAN
for
restoring
and
re
15'20
and oil comb. A. C. McLOON CO..
FURN. and Unfurn Apts, to let. "Magazine of Maine'' Classified finishing. 48 Masonic St., Tel 2-5238.
MRS. KENNETH WENTWORTH Charlotte Berry, Mrs. Charles
Pitcher, and two sons. Mark and '
LITTLE * HOFFSES
Correspondent
Tel. 1510.___
1 Adults. Inquire in person at 11 Ads! Only 10c a word. $2 mini 1106-M
l-tl
Nichols and Mrs. Luella Tuttle,
Berry Cooley, motored her to i
Building Contractors
Telephone CEdar 6-3103
108-tf mum, paid in advance. Interest
9x12 LINOLEl.’MS tor sale, reg. JAMES STREET,
EXPERIENCED, Conscientious
ing
to
read,
too:
"Boat
Mart**
—
all of Camden.
Tel.
178-11
ular $10.95 for $6 95. NORTH
Lewiston
and
had
supper
at
the
THREE rms. plus new full bath
‘•Antiques’* — Fish Cutter wanted, permanent 50 High Street, Thomaston. Maine
Stevie Hart, young son of the
EASTLAND
TRADING POST, and new Youngstown sink to let. "Flower Mart"
new
MeXa
mar
’
s
Restaurant,
Etc. DOWN EAST job, good wages. Write P. F., c/o Kitchen-Bathroom Tile & Linoleum
There will be a Band Parents guest of honor, assisted his mother
Thomaston.
1-tf furn. or unfurn. Adults pref. Ref. •Trades'*
i
When
Mrs.
Cooley
returned
home.
MAGA7.1NE, Camden, Maine.
THE COURIER-GAZETTE.
4-tf
Foundations - Chimneys
meeting at the High School build in opening her many gifts.
PIPE FOR SALE
‘ required. Inquire
inperson at
11-tf
LOBSTERS wanted. Top prices
Remodeling & House-Builders I her family wa.« waiting for her. ing Monday. Fell. 11. at 8 p. m.
Black and galvanized. Allsizes, • 11 JAMES ST
138tf
Preceding the shower a covered
Free Estimates
WELL!
WELL!
WEI.I.!
paid
for
good
stock.
REGAL
She
received
many
nice
gifts
low prices. BICKNELL MFG. CO.,
FIVE Rm. Unfurn. Apt. for rent
A stated communication of St dish supper was served, at which
IX1BSTER
CO..
Rockland
17(15.
If
it
is
water
you
need,
write
119-tf
from
all.
Lime Street.
1-tf | completely tiled bath with showPaul’s I>odge will be held on j time Mis. Charlotte Wentworth
R W. DRINKWATER. Well Drill ___________ •______________ 152-ti
WE repair and service all
BABY Parakeets for sale, full | er, garage, auto, oil hot water
ing Contractor, P. O. Box 135,
Monday at 7.30 p. m. with in- and Mrs. Maud Felton, twin sit
WE BUY Scrap Iron. Metals. makes of sewing machine* and
line of parakeet faods and mineral heat, nice view of Rockland Camden. Tel. 2768. Installment
vacuum cleaners. SINGER SEW SPRUCE HEAD
Rags and Batteries.
spection by the Right Worshipful ters. were honored with a birthday
health grit. GRACE’S GARDENS, I Harbor 13 South Street. Inquire
plan also available, no down pay
ING MACHINE CO., 395 Main
MORRIS GORDON and SON
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Babinen of Albert W Hoffscs. District Depu rake made and presented by Mrs.
Mrs. Charles A. Swift, 9 Booker j COUSENS REALTY, Tel. 1558.
8-tl Belfast called on Mr. and Mts.
Rockland Street. Rockland. Tel. 1724.
St Thomaston Tel 374
1-tf 1
134-tf ment necessary. Member of New Leland Street
ty Grand Master of the Seventh Gladys Hart of Waterville in ob
England and National Association.
150tf
Twenty-four Hoar Photo-Serv
L. C. Elwell recently.
Masonic District. There will be servance of their birthday.
We are able to book more work
ice. Ask for It at your local itore
now.
1-tf
Dr. Jessie Dell Crawford of work in the Fellowcraft Degree.
nr at GIFFORD'S. Rockland. Me.
■SAW Filing and Tool Grinding <
Clayt Bitler
Itf East Orange. N. J., is a guest of Supper will be served at 6.30
WHY WORRY ABOUT MONEY?
' promptly done. All work guaran
Mrs. Dorothy Repplier this week. p. m. by Harbor Light Chapter.
teed. R. F. and D. R. EATON. Tel. | Wants Ta See Yea About
Mr. and Mrs. William Russell OES.
361-W. Rockland.___________ 106-tf '
HI*0QU »■«T [ 0S FOR
A FEW HOURS A DAY SPENT IN
of
Boston visited his aunt. Mrs.
The Try-to-Help Club met Mon
Fly Northeast Airlines, connec
Goodyear Tires
Thornton Batty, last Saturday.
FRIENDLY CONVERSATION SELLING AVON
day evening at the home of Mrs.
tion*
made
for
all
line*.
GENUINE
PARTS
135-tf
GIFFORDS. Rockland. Me. 89-tf .
Mrs. Frances Newhall, Mrs. Edith Overlock with Mrs. Maude
WILL PROVIDE A GOOD INCOME FOR YOU
Grace Cunningham of Rockland Whitney as hostess. The next
CESSPOOLS AND SEPTICTANKS PAINTING and Paperhanging
; ACTORY APPROVED SERVICE
and Mis. John Oxcnham of Cam meeting will be held at the home
Cleaned, repaired and Installed. inside and out. all work positively
MRS. EDMUND LEBRUN
Automatic cleaning equipment guaranteed. Will furnish material.
den called on Mrs. Callie Rack- of Mrs. Vince Johnson. Camden
PARK STREET MOTORS, INt
nAMFDKN HIGHLANDS, MAINE
Free inspection and estimates. Work accepted Warren to Camden.
66 Park St.
Tel. 706
Road.
liff Tuesday afternoon.
T^lephon* Hampden 102 Collect After 6.00 P. M.
VAN E. RUS
SANI SEPTIC SERVICE, locally Estimates free.
Rockland, Maine
Mr*. Evelyn Crockett enter
Phone 676-M, Post Offiea
owned and operated. T*l. Camden SELL.
18-EOS-tf
Read The Courier-uazett*

Owls Head

Jeep

CEdar 6-2687.

Wtf Box 701, Rockland.

73-tf

tained the Thimble Club on Tue*-

«

i

jyx'udjfottcrs | I I

Mr. and Mrs. Exavier WinchenMrs. Lettie H. Tripp of 172
South Main Street is leaving bv baugh have returned from Quincy,
plane February 9th for Laguna Mass., where they were called by
Beach, Calif., for several months. the death of Howard B. Keene.

Dr. Russell N. Abbott has re
Mr. and Mrs. James Accardi
and daughter Joan of Meadow sumed his veterinary practice fol
brook, Penna.. are visiting Mr. lowing several weeks of illness.
Accardi's father on Trinity Street.
Harold Colson has entered Knox
Hospital
for observation.
Mrs. Robie Jackson. Jr., enter
tained Wednesday afternoon at her
home on Spruce street in ohservance of the fourth birthday of her
son Richard. After opening the
many gifts refreshments includ
ing an appropriately decorated
cake for the occasion were served.
Those present were Philip Ed
wards. Ricky Dost.e Butchie and
Betty Johnstone. Terry Kenpiston,
Lynette Bean and Timothy Hal
lowell.

Mrs. Donald Farrand enter
tained 12 members of the Tonian
Circle Wednesday evening at her
home on Talbot avenue. During a
brief business meeting plans
were made for a picnic supper
Feb. 20 at the home of Mrs.
George St. Clair, Rankin street.
Refreshments were served by the
hostsss followed by a social hour.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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rage cigni

Business and Professional Wornen W1’1 ho d an open mCet:ng Wed"
ne>da> <\ening at 8 o clock at the
Farnsworth Museum with Miss
Barbara Morse, chairman of the
Health and Safety committee, pre
senting Herman Boudreau.

The Odds and Ends held a birth
day banquet Thursday night at the
Congregational Church with 49
members attending. Mrs. Eleanor
Gamage was chairman assisted
"Ea7
by Mrs. Winona Gay, Mrs
lene Harden, Mrs. Inez Harden,
Mrs. Sally Haskell and Mrs. Ra
chel Hill. A brief business meet
ing followed, at which time the
distribution of hostess lists for the
coming year were made. Contin
ued savings of the Betty Crocker
coupons to add additional silver
to the church was stressed. Sew
ing on aprons for the annual fair
was continued.

Mrs. Joseph Emery, Mrs. Elmo
Crozier and Mrs. Frederick Cates
will serve as hostesses to the
Rounds Group Wednesday night,
7.30 at the Congregational Church.

At a meeting of the Theta-Rho
Girls Thursday evening, it was
voted to assist Mrs. Reita Holden
in preparing kits for the annual
Red Cross Fund Drive, also to col
lect crossword puzzles to send to
shut-ins. Plans were made to enter
tain Mrs. Helen Gay of Livermore
Falls, chairman of the Rebekah
Assembly Youth Committee at the
March 7 meeting. At the close of
the meeting a going away party
was given to Miss Diane Morse
who was presented with a gift from
the group. Refreshments were
served.

The ladies of St. James Parish
Thomaston will be hostesses to
the Rockland District, Maine Dio
cesan Council of Catholic Women
on Thursday. Feb. 14. in the Par
ish hall at 7.30. All members of
the unit are asked to give the r
support by attending. Miss Bar
bara Morse will show pictures of
her travels in Europe. Her vivid
personality and enthusiasm carries
°nP al0"g an<* mak<'S thC CXperi'
ence most interesting. Members
are reminded of the new garment
to be given for the Holy Father's
storehouse.

The American Legion Auxiliary
will meet Tuesday evening at 6.30
with Mrs. Bernice Freeman as
supper chairman.

Good Citizen Is

Gen. Knox
Chapter DAR

LAWRENCE-LOWE NUPTIALS FRIDAY; Teachers View
Demonstration of
RECEPTION AT THORNDIKE HOTEL

Linda Sylvester

Elects Delegates

Mrs. Margery Lowe, daughter of
Mi. and Mrs. Russell Bartlett and
Frank A. Lawrence, Jr., son of
Mrs. Fiank Lawrence and the late
Frank Lawrence, Sr., of North Lu
bec, were united in marriage at
a single ring service, Friday after
noon at 2 o’clock in the Congregational Church parsonage by
Rev. Charles R. Monteith. They
were attended by Mrs. Austin Nelson and William Mitchell, both of
Rockland.
Mrs. Lawrence was dressed in a
pink suit with white accessories

Waldoboro DAR

The February meeting of Gen- eral Knox Chapter. Daughters of
I the American Revolution, was
held on Monday evening at the
home of Mrs. J. Edward Elliot.
The follcM-ing delegates and alter
nates to the State Conference in
Portland on March 20 and 2!
were elected: Helen P. Dana. Re
gent. Harriet R. Williams. Lil’a
B. Elliot and Alice H. Hahn, dele
gates. and Elizabeth R. Shesler.
Vice Regent. Mary W. Overlock
Edith H. Wilsr.n and Hazel M.
Anzalone, alternates. Mrs. Helen
P. Dana. Regent, is automatical!?
the Chapter's delegate to the Con Friendship Youth
tinental Congress. with
Mrs.
Elizabeth R. Shesler. Vice Re Joins the Army
gent. her alternate. Miss Harriet
R. Williams and Mrs. Sarah Wil
liams and Mrs. Sarah Wilson Gar
Miss Linda Sylvester
rett were elected alternates.
Waldoboro High School Principal
Mrs. Warrene Barr. Mrs. Char
Brainard Paul announced this lene Henry and Mrs. Ann Foster
i
week that Miss Linda Sylvester, were appointed to assist at the
a senior at the school and the tea to be held at the home of
daught(.r of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Miss Harriet Williams on Wash
Sylvester of Friendship, has been
named as that schooVs DAR Good ington’s Birthday honoring the
winners in the History Essay con
citizen
test sponsored by the Chapter.
The Waldoboro candidate is The essays are now in the hands
sponsored by
the
Pemaquid of the judge-. Mrs. Margaret
Chapter, faughters of the Ameri- Files, Mrs. Lillian Dornan and
V
can Revolution. She will receive Miss Edith Wilson.
a certificate and the Good Citizen
The Chapter voted to hold the
pin and be entered as a candidate March meeting at the Station on
in state consideration for the DAR March 16. The Good Citizens
Good Citizen Award.
sponsored by the Chapter and
The award is based on depend their mothers wili be entertained
ability, service, leadership and at this meeting. General Knox
patriotism and three candidates Chapter is sponsoring the follow
are chosen by the senior class. ing Good Citizens: Appleton High.
The school's winning candidate is Miss
Paul P. Bruniliall
Barbara Griffin;
Union
finally selected by a faculty com- High. Miss C.ariotte Kennedy;
Paul P. Bramhall. 20, of Friendmittee.
Warren High Miss Toby Lee Mes
Miss Sylvester is in the college ser; Thomaston High. Miss Cor- . ship reported to Fort Williams,
preparatory course at the school neIia Koycs. an(, a, George HigK I South Portland. Friday for examiand plans to enter the nursing Miss Audrev Johnson. The Offi I nation preliminary to his volunprofession upon graduation this cerg and th(, Go(;d citizens Com- l tecr induction into the Army the

and a gardenia corsage. Mrs. Nelson wole a "avy blu« sui‘ "ith
white accessories and a corsage
of pink roses.
An informal reception was held
for close friends and relatives at
the Thorndike Hotel following the
ceremony. A tiered wedding cake
made by Mrs. Russell Bartlett was
cut and served by Mrs. Clayton
Spencer. Mrs. Aiden Bishop dipped
punch.
The couple have purchased the
Arthur E. Rogers home at 41 Highland Avenue where they will make
their home.

Teen Councilors

Chose Colors and
Select Emblem
A new board of directors of
the Rockland Teen Council to
serve the remainder of the school
year was named at a meeting
held Thursday night at the Com
munity Building.
Several repeats are included in
the list.
Directors are: George
Black and Sylvia Noyes, freshmen;
Marie Gardner and Fred Ripley,
sophomores; Alice Walker and
Donald Demmons, juniors; Dot
Naum. Vince Carr Joseph Anastasio. Richard Trask and Elsie
Bucklin, seniors.
The group voted maroon and
gray as the Teen Council colors
and chose a drawing by Betty
Williamson as the Teen Council
Emblem.
They decided on the
choice after looking over several
entries submitted recently.
A Teen Council banner in appro
priate colors will be purchased,
along with patches to be worn on
sweaters and dresses, it was announced.
Next record hop of the group is
Saturday night. Feb. 16.

Tachistoscope
A luncheon meeting of School
Union 73 was held Wednesday at
the Waldoboro High School with
John Cox of the Keystone View
Company of New York as guest
speaker.
Cox demonstrated a tachistoscopc to the teachers gathered
from the five schools in the union.
The machine is used to train the
eye toward quicker perception and
to improve reading comprehension
among other purposes through a
system of timed slides projected
on a screen.
A short business tneeting was
held during the luncheon which
was prepared and served by the
girls from the home economics
department of the high school.
The next meeting of Union 73
which includes schools in Waldo
boro. Warren. Jefferson, Nobleboro and Bremen, is scheduled
for the first Monday in May at
the new Nobk-boro Consolidated
School.

Grange Corner
Seven Tree Juvenile Grange

Seven Tree Juvenile Grange will
meet with the Pioneer Juvenile
Grange at East Union Tuesday,
Feb. 12. and will conduct the
meeting.
Degrees will be conferred on
candidates.

Mrs. Fred Goodnow is in Old
Town, called there by the illness
and death of her father. Wilbur
The Rockland Extension Asso Miles.
Pioneer Grange
ciation will meet Tuesday. Feb. 12
Pioneer Grange entertained the
Joseph H. Gerrish spent the
at the Farnsworth Museum for an
Traveling Grange group Tuesday
area meeting. Mrs. Mabel Fol weekend in Hartford. Conn., with
evening. Feb. 12.
som. home demonstration agent friends and also visited in Manwill have as her subject, "Wearing Chester, Conn.
Apparel
for
Two’s
Through
-------i
Teens."
Mrs. Charlotte Smith,
Mrs. Doris Lindquist was apclothing specialist, will be present pointed as chairman of The World
for the all day session which will Day Of Prayer March 8. at which June.
, mittee will arrange for this meet- same day.
p
Bramhall is one ot a quota of
start at 10.30. Included in the the Congregational Church will act
She is president of the senior ing.
two from Knox County scheduled
meeting will be a panel composed as host to all other churches? in the class and editor-in-chief of the
The Summer Meeting of the
SKATE!
SKI!
OR RIDE!
of home makers, teen-age girls community. Wednesday afternoon school press club. She has also Maine Society v ill be held at to leave this month.
Universalis!
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
and store representatives who will
the regular monthly meeting of been a member of the girls’ bas- Thomaston on July 25. Mrs. M.^ry
BUT BERRY TO THE EXCITING
discuss clothing from their re- the Women’s Association. Also ketball and softball teams since Bunker was appointed to have Phillip Bramhall of Friendship Women Heard
spective viewpoints.
Members during the business meeting it was her freshman year and holds charge of luncheon reservations and a graduate of Waldoboro
Talk By Mrs. Long
voted to donate $50 to the Church membership in many other school and Mrs. Nellie Starrett to ar High School in 1955.
The Knox County Hospital may take guests.
Bramhall,
owner
of
the
31
foot
...
Camp fund and to send birthday organizations including the Wash- range for a place for a luncheon.
The Association of Universalist
Alumnae Association has recently
The Anderson Auxiliary met cakes to Togus through the month jpgton Club, the Fencing Club and ' Additional g fts to the Station lobster boat R. P., was active in Women of * the Church of Im
n
purchased and donated to Knox
i Maintenancr Fund were received lobstering since his graduation.
Hospital two modern blood pres Wednesday evening at the GAR of March. Tentative p'ans were Photography Club.
manuel. met in the church parlor
sure machines. A gift of money hall after the postponement of last made for a tea for all the ladies
from Miss Hilda George and Mrs.
on Wednesday for its monthly
a
Oliver W. Holmes is a surgical Elizabeth Shesler.
sent to the alumnae by a grateful month’s meetings due to hazard- of the parish sometime in April.
Author Robert
meeting. Members’ attention was
ous
weather
conditions.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Reita
Holden
of
the
Red
patient
at
Knox
Hospital.
pat! ent from out of town, who had
A new member. Mrs. Edith
called to the society’s project, the
_____
suffered a heart attack and been Anne Nye was installed as vice- Cross gave a grave report on the
—
j Garness was welcomed. Mrs. Farr Making
two Diabetic Camps for boys and
treated’at Knox Hospital was used Prp!iid«'nt and Mrs- Sara Sawyer as Hungarian situation and the work
Mrs. Margaret Staples will en- Garness has I r a member for
girls, located in North Oxford,
Mrs. TheodociaFoster the Red Cross is doing to relieve tertajn the Lend-A-Hand Class
Home In Camden
to purchased one machine. The chaplain.
many years of the chapter in
Mass. The Clara Barton Birth
e
it. Afternoon tea was served by Wednesday night at thehome
of
other one was a gift from the was appointed chairmanof a
Brockton. Mass., and her willing
Monkeys that catch fish, fal place was the home of this fa
birthday
supper
honoring
the
birth

Mrs.
Blanchard
Smith
and
Mis.
.
Mrs.
Margaret
Gregory
in
Glen
Alumnae Association.
ness to transfer to General Knox cons with an uncanny accuracy of mous woman, one of the greatest
days of Mrs. Fiances Morse, Mrs. j Doris Lindquist at the close of the GoVe,
Chapter is appreciated by its aim. and insect-eating archer fish humanitarians of all times. In this
A covered dish supper with 30 Jennie Pietroski. Mrs. Evelyn St. meeting.
members.
are the subjects of Robert Farr’s house is maintained a sales table
Clair
and
Mrs.
Riah
Knight
to
be
-------,
members and guests present preWilliam E. Koster, who has been
Miss Hilda Geoige read a very article “Animals With Good Aim” where articles may be sold to
held
Feb.
20
at
the
hall.
Several
'
Capt.
and
Mrs.
Roy
Jacobs
and
ceded the regular meeting of Op
ill at his home on the Samoset interesting paper on and shewed
portunity Class Thursday’evening' of the members took part in a son Tommy were weekend guests Road the past few days, is great- pictures cf Thomas Jefferson, her in the current March 1957 issue campers and friends and thus as
of American Mercury magazine. sist in the maintenance of the
• SEWING MACHINES
at the First Baptist Church. De- short Program followed by a so- of Mrs. Jacob s mother. Mrs. A. J. ]y jmprovcd
subject being “Meet Thomas Jeff
Six months ago. Farr moved to Home. Rockland members are
votions were led by Mis. Nellie \ cial Period with refreshments.
j Nichols, Hill street. ,
TAKEN IN TRADE
erson.” He truly was a remark Camden, where he plans to do asked to bring articles to the
The Rockland office of the Maine
Magune. It was announced that
able man.
Horace R. Booth of Vienna, Va..
The annual meeting of the Civil
his writing from now on. A con March meeting, and come preCancer Society reports the follow
42 calls had been made during the
and Dr. Freeman F. Brown., Jr.,
Delicious refreshments were tributor to many national maga paied to give financial support to
ing volunteer workers for the
past month to shut-ins. Group War Memorial Association was
PRICED AS LOW AS
of Harwinton, Conn., have re
served by the hostess, assisted by zines, this writer ha
included the project.
week of Feb. 11, Monday. Mrs.
singing and scripture quotations he’d at the GAR hall Tuesday
turned to their homes, having been
Mrs. Elizabeth Shesler and Mrs. among his subjects materials
night.
Herman
Winchenbaugh,
j
Mrs.
Ernest
Long
was
present

Christopher Roberts and Mrs. San
were enjoyed followed by a clos
Warrene Barr.
in town for the services of Mrs.
from the fields of natural history, ed and gave an intere’sting acford Ddano of Rockland; Tuesday.
ing prayer by Mrs. Clara Emery. the only son of a Union Veteran in
SINGER floor samples and
Richard A. Booth of Portland.
attendance,
offered
prayer
folinvention, world literature, science count of sonic of the details of her
Mrs. Carl Littlefield of Thomaston
The March meeting will be at the j
P‘W
demonstrators with New
'
lowed
by
the
salute
to
the
flag
and home building. His last art: , work with the Public Health and
home of Mrs. Bernice Leach, Ma
Capt. Harry Graves, sen of Mrs. and Mrs. Verna Poland of Rock
Machine Warranty
sonic street, with Mrs. Catherine M,s’ Maudc Winchenbach, presicle in American Mercury told of Welfare Dept. of the State of
land;
Wednesday,
Mrs.
Helen
St.
Collins, Mrs. Elizabeth Davis and | dent’. P^sidbd over the business | Martin Graves and the late Mar John of Camden and Mrs. Philip UNION
his experiences in teaching a Maine, located here in our city. .
_
_____
tin Graves has just received his Davis of West Rockport; Thu,'
C^RWOOD
course in literature of the Western Her work covers a large rural i
Mrs. Clara Emery assisting hos meeting. Reports of the officers B. S. degree in Industrial Engi
were most encouraging, showing a
World at a New Jersey College. area, whereby she brings health
PRICED AS LOW AS
tesses.
day. Miss Elizabeth Leavens of
Telephone 10-24
neering
with
honf
’
i
•
from
Syracuse
gain in funds compared to repairs
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Mrs. Kathleen Gerrish of Cam
den was elected president of the
Nurses' Guild Wednesday evening
at the Medical Arts Building.
Other officers elected were: Mis.
Josephine Sulin, vice president;
Mrs. Ann Young. Camden, secre
tary and Miss Lorna Clark, treas
urer. It was announced a meet
ing would be held Feb. 14. 2
o’clock at the Camden Congrega
tional Church parish house to dis
cuss methods of screening pros
pective applicants for the nurses'
scholarship. Refreshments were
served by the hostesses Mrs. Jean
Jewett, Mrs. Jean Patry and Mrs.
Georgia Emery.
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